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Abstract

Drinking with the Dead:
Odyssean Nekuomanteia and Sympotic Sophrosyne
in Classical Greek Vase Painting

Hal Victor Cardiff III, M.A.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2015

Supervisor: Nassos Papalexandrou

Though the episode is well known from Book 11 of the Odyssey (11.23-330, 385567), only two painted vases survive from antiquity that clearly depict Odysseus'
nekuomanteion ("consultation with the dead"): a mid-fifth century Attic pelike by the
Lykaon Painter (Boston, MFA: 34.79), and an early-fourth century Lucanian kalyx-krater
by the Dolon Painter (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale: 422). Owing to their rarity, these
images have long interested scholars, but what has largely been missing from the
discussion are attempts to situate the vase paintings of necromancy within a context of use.
This thesis places these objects at their original functional context of the symposium, the
ancient Greek, all-male drinking party. Following a hermeneutic method of analysis, I
explore the ways in which ancient symposiasts might have looked at and understood the
pictorial programs on these two objects as a reflection of their convivial activities and
values. By examining the vase paintings of Odysseus’ nekuomanteion within the context
of the symposium, this thesis argues that the images of necromancy were sophisticated
iv

pictorial articulations of the Greek ideal of sophrosyne, moderate behavior at the
symposium and in civic life.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In this thesis I suggest that a pelike by the Lykaon Painter (figures 1, 2, and 3) and
a kalyx-krater by the Dolon Painter (figures 4 and 5),1 both of which depict different
moments from Odysseus’ nekuomanteion, saw use in sympotic contexts. These pictorial
representations of the Odyssean nekuomanteion evoked messages relevant to the values,
activities, and behavior of symposium participants. In particular I argue that the images
of Odysseus’ necromantic consultation are conceptually related to the ideal of sophrosyne,
the moderating principle underlying the activities at the symposium.
Odysseus and the stories of his many exciting adventures are common subject
matter among ancient Greek artists; in fact, some of the earliest examples of pictorial
narratives have been hypothesized to have Odyssean origins. 2 Not all of Odysseus’
adventures, however, are equally represented in the pictorial arts. Dozens of examples of
the ‘greatest hits’ exist on monuments throughout the ancient Mediterranean world: for
instance, the Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae has identified over seventy

1

Red-figure pelike, Boston, Museum of Fine Arts: 34.79 (= LIMC Odysseus 149). Redfigure kalyx-krater, Paris, Médailles et Antiques de la Bibliothèque nationale de France:
422 (= LIMC Teiresias 11).

2

E.g., a late Geometric oinokhoe in Munich (Staatliche Antikensammlungen und
Glyptothek: 8696) is often supposed to depict the shipwreck of Odysseus (Od. 12.41725); see Hurwit 2011.

1

examples of artistic works depicting the episode involving Odysseus’ encounter with the
kyklops and nearly forty of Odysseus and the Seirenes. 3 Among the less well-attested
episodes is Odysseus’ journey to the Underworld and his consultation with the spirits of
the dead.
This particular story is best known to us from Book 11 of the Odyssey, an episode
which is sometimes referred to as the Nekuia, or the “Book of the Dead.” It is notable not
only as one of the most extensive accounts of katabasis in ancient literature, but also the
earliest description of a necromantic ritual extant from Greek and Roman antiquity. 4 The
poet is careful to highlight the details of the summoning ritual itself, repeating the
instructions concerning the proper location, preparations, and sacrifice necessary to
summon the dead at the end of Book 10 and again at the beginning of Book 11. The
majority of Book 11 then consists of the details of Odysseus’ necromantic consultation
with the numerous shades that he encounters, including the seer Teiresias, his mother
Antiklea, Agamemnon, Akhilleus, and Herakles. Notably, the entire episode forms the
dramatic apex of the Apologoi’s narrative structure.5
3

For examples of Odysseus and Polyphemos, see, e.g., LIMC Odysseus 69, 85-88, 93-95;
for notable examples of Odysseus and the Seirenes, see LIMC Odysseus 155, 159, 163,
165, 167-168.

4

5

Ogden 2001, xxii.
Cook 1995, 65-92; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 70-76. The term Apologoi refers to
Odysseus’ first-person account of his adventures to the court of Alkinoös in Books 9-12.

2

The Nekuia episode does not appear to have been of great interest to visual artists
in antiquity, although a few examples are known to us. A particularly famous artistic
depiction of Odysseus’ katabasis and necromantic consultation is the lost mural of
Polygnotos of Thasos which decorated the walls of the Knidian leskhe at Delphi. Executed
around 460 BCE, the mural is the earliest known artistic representation of the Odyssean
Nekuia and, although it is no longer extant, the geographer Pausanias described it in
painstaking detail (Description of Greece, 10.28-31).6 The focal point of this painting
apparently involved the encounter between Odysseus and Elpenor, with Teiresias and
Antiklea waiting nearby.7 The dazzling detail and array of spirits that Polygnotos worked
into his Nekuia mural has inspired numerous reconstructions, though they are necessarily
hypothetical.8 A red-figure Attic pelike (ca. 440 BCE) attributed to the Lykaon Painter
6

Paus. 10.25.1: “Beyond the Cassotis stands a building with paintings of Polygnotus. It
was dedicated by the Cnidians, and is called by the Delphians Lesche, because here in
days of old they used to meet and chat about the more serious matters and legendary
history” (trans. Jones and Ormerod).

7

Paus. 10.29.8: “Beyond Eriphyle have been painted Elpenor and Odysseus. The latter is
squatting on his feet, and holding his sword over the trench, towards which the seer
Teiresias is advancing. After Teiresias is Anticleia, the mother of Odysseus, upon a rock.
Elpenor has on instead of clothes a mat, such as is usual for sailors to wear” (trans. Jones
and Ormerod).

8

E.g., Stansbury-O’Donnell 1990.

3

depicts Odysseus, seated near a pair of sacrificed rams and accompanied by Hermes,
encountering the ghost of his late companion Elpenor. A similar scene appears on a redfigure Lucanian krater (ca. 390-380 BCE) by the Dolon Painter in which Odysseus sits
near a jugulated ram, flanked by his companions Eurylokhos and Perimedes. Before the
hero, the ghost of the seer Teiresias emerges from the ground near the pool of ram’s blood,
ready to prophesy. Finally, the Nekuia episode is represented in two tableaus of the socalled Odyssey Landscapes, a series of first-century BCE Roman frescoes found on the
Esquiline Hill.9 The first shows Odysseus’ sacrifice to the spirits of the dead and the
second depicts the torture of sinners against the gods such as Sisyphos and Tityos.10 Each
of these works contains closely related elements centered on the shared theme of
Odysseus’ descent and nekuomanteion: Odysseus, slaughtered rams, and one or more
ghostly interviewees. Another object of potential relevance is something of an outlier from
the rest: the red-figure Attic krater (ca. 450-440 BCE) which gives the Nekyia Painter his
moniker bears two friezes full of heroes, chthonic deities, and divine punishment.11
Although Odysseus is absent, I follow the hypothesis that the krater depicts a scene of the
Underworld as it would have appeared to Odysseus during his katabasis.12
9

Buitron et al. 1992, 15.

10

Buitron et al. 1992, 19 figs. 8 and 9.

11

Red-figure kalyx-krater, New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art: 08.258.21.

12

McNiven 1989. For the alternative reading, that the krater depicts the katabasis of

Herakles, see Jacobsthal 1934.

4

For the purposes of this thesis, I am particularly interested in the two Greek vases
that clearly depict Odysseus’ nekuomanteion: the Lykaon Painter’s pelike on which
Odysseus meets Elpenor and the Dolon Painter’s krater illustrating his encounter with
Teiresias. As outlined above, artistic representations of this subject do not occur with great
frequency so when artists do decide to engage with the theme it invites an explanation.
The two objects I have selected for examination here share a number of similarities that
facilitate a focused analysis. First, both objects concentrate on very specific moments of
the Nekuia whereas the others, especially Polygnotos’ mural, provide more of a panoramic
view of Odysseus’ descent and necromantic consultation. Second, they unambiguously
portray events known from the Nekuia; so does Polygnotos’ mural and the Roman
paintings, but the former is further excluded from detailed consideration here because it
only exists in Pausanias’ description, and the latter on account of their much later, Roman
origins. Third, on that note, both vases have Greek origins and date between
approximately 440 and 380 BCE; the aforementioned krater at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art is also Greek (Attic) and classical, but I have already excluded it on account of its
arguably ambiguous iconography. Finally, the vases suggest at least the possibility of
similarity of function; analyzing a krater alongside a mural at Delphi, for example, two
very different objects in two very different contexts, would frustrate my attempt to make
sense of the imagery within a particular context of use. Thus, the Lykaon Painter’s pelike
and the Dolon Painter’s krater are the objects with the greatest degree of similarity: they
are both sympotic vessels with a very distinctive artistic subject and they therefore form
a coherent unit that invites a dedicated analysis.
5

Concerning these objects, I share Herbert Hoffmann’s frustration that
“conventional scholarship in the field of ancient Greek vase-painting has by and large
been content to remain at the level of iconography.”13 A sound iconographical
interpretation is certainly the necessary foundation upon which all art historical inquiry
must be situated, but little has been done to place these objects within any kind of
historical context of experience.14 Perhaps the closest thing that we have to a
comprehensive treatment of the Odyssean Nekuia in Greek art is a brief chapter in the
companion catalogue to “The Odyssey and Ancient Art: An Epic in Word and Image,” an
exhibition held at the Edith C. Blum Art Institute over twenty years ago. The catalogue
relates the Homeric account of Odysseus’ descent to the Underworld, but the discussions
of the works by the Lykaon and Dolon Painters are little better than footnotes; no thought
is given to the exploration of relevant contextual fields.15 The question that this thesis will
attempt to resolve remains: how would ancient viewers have encountered and experienced
these objects and, under these circumstances, what is the meaning of the necromantic
scenes painted upon them?
13

Hoffmann 1997, 3.

14

For the historiography concerning the Lykaon Painter’s pelike and the Dolon Painter’s

krater, see Chapters 2 and 3 respectively.
15

Buitron et al. 1992, 98. Caskey 1934a and 1943b, which discuss both the Attic pelike

and, to a lesser extent, the Lucanian krater, are likewise concerned predominately with
questions of connoisseurship.

6

Furthermore, scholars have generally neglected to discuss these images of
Odysseus’ necromancy in conjunction with their pictorial pendants.16 While I am
primarily interested in the scenes of necromancy which connect the two vases, to continue
to ignore and perpetuate the dissociation of the two sides of these objects would be
methodologically inappropriate. The scenes that appear on the reverse sides (the erotic
pursuit of Amymone by Poseidon on the pelike and a Judgment of Paris on the krater)
were not put there by accident, but by conscious decision of the painters. Junker makes it
clear that the various images decorating a given vase are often intellectually connected
even if they are not narratively connected.17 The juxtaposition of two (or more) images
merges content and meaning and suggests that ancient vase painters thought about their
work programmatically.18 The thematic relationship between the two sides of the objects
will therefore be another line of inquiry.
As Hoffmann does in his reading of Sotadean vases, I aim to “[probe] the level of
meaning that unites the imagery on vases with the vase forms themselves, establishing the
function and significance of these objects within the matrix of Greek society.”19
Hoffmann’s analysis of the Sotadean modeled rhyta, for example, brings together their
16

With respect to the Lykaon Painter’s pelike, this is a problem noted and partially

corrected in Giesecke 1999.
17

Junker 2012, 11.

18

Junker 2012, 12.

19

Hoffmann 1997, 3.

7

unusual form (a crocodile attacking an African youth) and the various scenes which appear
on them: Dionysiac imagery of satyrs and maenads, a departing warrior, pygmies fighting
cranes, etc. By considering the form of the vases and their images as intertwined,
Hoffmann finds that the Sotadean rhyta are artistic ruminations on death with a specific
Dionysiac, topsy-turvy character.20 He concludes, therefore, that the objects would have
seen use as religious offerings in the mystical worship of Dionysos.21 My suspicion that
the images of Odyssean nekuomanteia on the selected objects have sympotic significance
stemmed simply from the recognition of the pelike and krater as shapes suited to the
symposium.22 And, as Kathryn Topper has put it, “symposia were never far from a vase
painter’s thoughts.”23 To tease out the connections between image and functional context
is quite the undertaking; Junker warns:
The context is not just many sided; it is, strictly speaking, infinite. To make
good the claim to reconstitute the perspective of a contemporary viewer of
an image, one would simply have to look into all the factors which were
of importance for the perception and world view of the ancients.24

20

Hoffmann 1997, 19-33.

21

Hoffmann 1997, 32-33.

22

For the sympotic function of pelikai and krateres, see chapters 2 and 3 respectively.

23

Topper 2012, 1.

24

Junker 2012, 121.
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Such an undertaking is particularly daunting given the relatively limited resources
available to us, whether literary or artistic, to parse how an ancient viewer would have
understood something like Odysseus’ nekuomanteion. The argument presented here is
therefore my educated attempt to reconstruct, at least in part, the way in which ancient
makers and consumers of these objects would have thought about their pictorial programs.
To advance the argument that the images of Odysseus’ nekuomanteia had some
thematic relevance to participants at a symposium, I follow in general terms Junker’s
hermeneutic spiral.25 At the center of the spiral is an iconographical determination of the
image; the content of an image must be determined before moving outward into exploring
its relationship with a variety of contextual fields such as mythological narratives, the
history of related artistic motifs, the visual experience of encountering the object and how
the object communicates with the viewer, and the historical context. The way that this will
look in practice in this paper is as follows: I begin, as Junker does, with an iconographical
analysis of the images, but I simultaneously attempt to reconstruct the experience of
viewing by taking into account how the artists’ compositions could have directed the
viewers’ attention. The iconographical content will suggest mythological narratives that
would have formed part of the viewers’ mental software for decoding the images and
understanding them thematically; I next present these mythological narratives from the
relevant surviving accounts. I then consider the objects upon which the pictorial narratives
appear, taking into account aspects of the historical setting of the symposium and the
25

Junker 2012, 126-158.

9

effect that the sympotic context had upon the viewer’s experience and interpretation of
the images. As Junker does, I situate cultural history underneath the larger umbrella of
historical context; the discussion of sophrosyne as a historical and cultural concept
therefore occurs here.26 Finally, I begin to draw all of these elements together and attempt
to reconstruct the thought processes of the viewer and their experience of the object: how
they would have thought about the interrelationship between the images, the mythological
narratives, and their activities at the symposium. One of the challenges of Junker’s
hermeneutic method is the difficulty of addressing his contextual fields as the tidy
categories he outlines; the overarching context is a network of interrelated parts and the
consideration of one category (such as the cultural associations of wine), might necessitate
parallel consideration of another category (such as mythological narratives involving wine
and relevant artistic comparanda). The spiral motif of Junker’s contextualizing method
partially ameliorates this difficulty: the exploration of a work of art may pass through a
given contextual field several different times, but each pass brings greater specificity and
insight.
On the note of context, it is necessary to provide some working definitions for a
few of the terms that will recur throughout this thesis. First are those related to
necromancy. Necromancy itself is “communication with the dead in order to receive
prophecy from them,” though such prophecy here means “the revelation of any hidden

26

Junker 2012, 144.

10

information, not merely prediction.”27 I use the Greek term nekuomanteion, attested as
early as the fifth century BCE, most frequently to refer to “necromancy,” “necromantic
ritual,” or “consultation with the dead,” but it can in broader usage denote a place at which
necromantic consultation took place (e.g., the Acheron nekuomanteion).28 The plural is
nekuomanteia. The ancient sources often reference incubation, sleeping at an oracle of the
dead, as a primary means of receiving information from ghosts,29 but necromancy as I am
concerned with in this paper bears a closer resemblance to traditional blood sacrifice.30 If
the term appears as a proper noun (Nekuomanteion), I am referring specifically to the
episode of Odysseus’ consultation of spirits in Odyssey 11.
“Symposium” is another term for which we require a definition, though much ink
has been spilled in such a pursuit.31 Broken down into its etymological parts, the
symposium is literally a “drink-together.32 Although basic, this nevertheless forms a
serviceable definition because it touches upon two of the most important aspects of the
27

Ogden 2001, xix-xx.

28

Ogden 2001, xx. See Ogden 2001, chapters 3, 4, and 5 for in depth discussions of the

four major sites of necromancy in the Greek and Roman world.
29

Ogden 2001, chapter 6.

30

On traditional methods of summoning the dead, see Ogden 2001, chapter 11 (esp. 163-

184
31

Węcowski 2002a, 339 and n. 4.

32

Hobden 2013, 7; Lissarrague 1990a, 19.
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symposium: that it is an occasion for the consumption of wine and that it is a communal
activity.33 Other activities took place at symposia and one gets the impression that no two
symposia were the same:
To be successful, the symposion strives for a good mixture, not only of
liquids but also of guests […]. The mixture also included balanced and
varied delights: drinks, perfumes, songs, music, dancing, games,
conversation. The symposion looks like a meeting with a changeable
agenda, at once spectacle, performance, and enjoyment, with an appeal to
all the senses: hearing, taste, touch, smell, and sight.34
If the actual events at a symposium were variable, the two constants are the
communal nature of the entire institution and the social lubricant of wine. Speaking of the
frequency with which symposia appear in literary and artistic sources, Hobden suggests
that “it was the act of communal drinking, and everything that might accompany it, which
acquired a continuing presence in conversations by which Greeks, individually and as
communities, talked about, understood and gave shape to the world around them.”35
However, Węcowski notes another defining features about the symposium as an occasion
for social drinking: everything, from passing cups, to making toasts, to playing games, is

33

Hobden 2013, 7-9.

34

Lissarrague 1990a, 19.

35

Hobden 2013, 14.
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conducted in a circle (ἐν κύκλῳ) and from left to right (ἐπιδέξια).36 This practice served
to regulate “the agonistic spirit and the egalitarian principle” of the symposium, a concept
which resonates strikingly with the ideal of sophrosyne as we will see below.37 The
regulation of sympotic activities ἐν κύκλῳ and ἐπιδέξια touches upon the ritualistic
qualities of the symposium.38 Wine is the gift of Dionysos and, as wine is at the center of
the symposium, all of the sympotic activities orbited around him.39 Libations of wine seem
to have been an important ritual component, particularly as a means of dedicating a krater
of freshly mixed wine to the gods.40 The symposium was also a part of a larger social
ritual of commensality: the drinking party followed dining and usually preceded the
komos, a boisterous procession involving music, dancing, and more wine.41 Finally, the
36

Węcowski 2002a, 341-55. See Węcowski 2002b, 629-632 for the representation of this

practice in Homeric poetry.
37

Węcowski 2002a, 352: “the symposion is characterised by the precarious equilibrium

between proper and improper behaviour, where each of the συμπόται is all the time in
danger of hybris, one he goes too far beyond the συμποτικοὶ νόμοι (repeatedly stated by
the poets) in his attempts to surpass his peers.”
38

See Murray 1990, 6.

39

For a discussion of Dionysos’ artistic relationship with the krater, the physical center

of the symposium, see Lissarrague 1990b, 201-206.
40

Lissarrague 1990a, 25-26.

41

Lissarrague 1990a, 29-31. On the ritual of commensality, see Murray 1990, 5-7.
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symposium played a role in the education of adolescents and their initiation into the social
circles of adult men.42
The symposium was a Panhellenic phenomenon as evinced by the archaeological
remnants of dining rooms, in both domestic and religious settings, from Olynthus to
Athens, to Sicily.43 The widespread institution of the symposium establishes it as “a key
cultural phenomenon in the socio-political landscape of Archaic and Classical Greece in
historical (‘real life’) terms” which provides the space for a community of individuals to
define themselves and their values.44
In the next chapter I engage with the pictorial program on the Lykaon Painter’s
pelike, focusing on the thematic connections between the nekuomanteion scene and the
sympotic ideal of sophrosyne. I then shift my focus in the following chapter to the Dolon
42

For a detailed discussion on the educative aspects of the symposium, see Bremmer 1990,

135-45.
43

Hobden 2013, 10-11; scholarship usually refers to these rooms as andrones; however,

as Hobden notes, the andron as a venue for a drinking party was more a matter of function
than of architecture as rooms could have different purposes for different occasions. See
also Lissarrague 1990a, 19-20 and fig. 8. See also Bergquist 1990 for a discussion of the
spatial properties of dining rooms and their effect on the sympotic atmosphere. For a
pottery assemblage relating to domestic symposia at Athens, see Lynch 2011, chapters 4
and 5.
44

Hobden 2013, 5-6; Murray 1990, 4-5.
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Painter’s krater, again considering the relationship between Odysseus’ consultation of
Teiresias and the theme of moderation at the symposium.

15

Chapter 2: Odysseus, Elpenor, and Sophrosyne
on the Lykaon Painter’s Pelike
In this chapter, I propose that symposiasts would have understood the image of
Odysseus’ nekuomanteion on the Lykaon Painter’s pelike as a mythological reflection of
and comment on the importance of moderation at the symposium in which they were
participating. I treat the vases separately because the images on them differ slightly in their
content and therefore function differently in their relationship with the theme of moderation
(see chapter 3 for a discussion of the krater by the Dolon Painter). I wish to explore the
vases, their imagery, and their potential meaning methodically, beginning with basic
observations on iconography and shape before proceeding to a discussion of the
mythological and pictorial resonances with the experience of the symposium, particularly
the ideal of sophrosyne. This will, I hope, roughly mirror the process of viewing and
understanding these objects undertaken by ancient symposiasts.
The particular object under examination in this chapter, a red-figure pelike in the
collection of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston (figures 1, 2, and 3), has often been
referenced in the scholarly literature, but it itself is not often the object of inquiry.1 Not

1

Red-figure pelike, Boston, Museum of Fine Arts: 34.79 (= LIMC Odysseus 149). The
precise provenance of this object is unfortunately unknown. The MFA reports that it was
purchased from Dr. Jacob Hirsch in New York on March 1, 1934 but provides no
information from before this date.

16

enough has been done to place the vessel and its unique imagery into a context in which it
would have been used, viewed, and understood.2 The vase dates to approximately 440 BCE
and Beazley has attributed it to the Lykaon Painter, an Athenian artist belonging to the
early generation of painters in the Group of Polygnotos. 3 (As a point of clarification, the
Polygnotos referred to by this designation is not Polygnotos of Thasos, the mural painter
mentioned in the introduction, but Polygnotos I, an Athenian vase painter.4) Despite the
name, the Group of Polygnotos does not appear to have comprised a formal school or
workshop, but was rather a loosely affiliated group of colleagues all working in a similar
style.5 The heyday of the Polygnotan Group was between 450 and 420 BCE though the
Lykaon Painter’s activity seems to be confined to between 450 and 440 BCE.6 The MFA
Boston acquired this pelike in 1934 and L.D. Caskey published it shortly afterward in a
pair of short articles.7 Caskey is predominately concerned with the artist’s faithfulness to
the Homeric account of the necromancy episode in Odyssey 11, as well as its excellence in

2

For cursory references to the pelike, see, e.g., Vermeule 1979, 30; Osborne 1998, 167-69;
Ogden 2001, 49-51.

3

Beazley 1963, 1045; Caskey 1934b, 340; Matheson 1995, 86.

4

Matheson 1995, 3-4.

5

Matheson 1995, 82-83.

6

Matheson 1995, 95.

7

Caskey 1934a and 1934b.
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quality and style.8 Furthermore, Caskey is uninterested in the scene of Poseidon and
Amymone on the opposite side of the pelike, dismissing it as a “stock subject, drawn hastily
and without inspiration” and “of no particular interest.”9 Beazley is somewhat more
generous in his treatment of Poseidon’s erotic pursuit of Amymone on the pelike, situating
it within the broader landscape of painted vases bearing similar images.10
The Lykaon Painter’s image of Odysseus’ nekuomanteion frequently comes up in
discussions of Polygnotos of Thasos’ famous nekuia mural in the Knidian Leskhe at Delphi,
particularly as a means of reconstructing the interaction between Odysseus and Elpenor
featured therein.11 In his reconstruction of Polygnotos’ fresco, Stansbury-O’Donnell is very
particular about the differences between the presentation of the scene on the pelike and in
8

E.g., Caskey 1934a, 44 compares the quality of the draughtsmanship between the Lykaon
Painter and the Dolon Painter’s portrayal of Odysseus’ nekuomanteion: “Though the
picture is not without merit, the superiority of the Athenian over the provincial artist is
apparent.” For a discussion on the Dolon Painter’s nekuomanteion scene, see Chapter 3.

9

Caskey 1934a, 44; 1934b, 340.

10

Caskey and Beazley 1954, no. 111; see also LIMC Amymone 17-25.

11

Paus. 10.29.8: “Beyond Eriphyle have been painted Elpenor and Odysseus. The latter is

squatting on his feet, and holding his sword over the trench, towards which the seer
Teiresias is advancing. After Teiresias is Anticleia, the mother of Odysseus, upon a rock.
Elpenor has on instead of clothes a mat, such as is usual for sailors to wear” (trans. Jones
and Ormerod).
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Pausanias description: on the pelike, Odysseus sits rather than squats, Elpenor is nude
rather than wearing mats, and there are rams where Pausanias mentions none.12 He briefly
suggests that “the vase does not copy the Lesche painting, but only approximates its
composition” and moves on.13 Giesecke, on the other hand, finds stylistic similarities
between the Lykaon’s Painter’s work and the descriptions of Polygnotos’ mural, namely
the tendency to distribute characters on different levels in the composition and a focus on
landscape elements.14 Giesecke also allows the artist more creative agency than does
Stansbury-O’Donnell: “As a true artist, rather than merely an imitator, he did not slavishly
copy his model. He reoriented and reinvented the mural. He distilled the Polygnotan
pageant so that only its essence remained.”15 Furthermore, Giesecke pays much more
12

Stansbury-O’Donnell 1990, 222.

13

Stansbury-O’Donnell 1990, 222. This sentiment is also echoed in Buitron et al. 1992,

98.
14

Giesecke 1999, 66-67.

15

Giesecke 1999, 68. See also McNiven 1989. Both Stansbury-O’Donnell and Giesecke’s

methods are problematic in that they attempt to divine an artistic object from a written
description and then compare an actual, extant, physical object against this hypothetical
reconstruction. Polygnotos’ Nekuia mural as we know of it today is more the work of
Pausanias than of Polygnotos’ own hand and even though Pausanias gives us a very
detailed description, Junker notes that “what we see in an image depends mainly on how
we understand it” (Junker 2012, 132). This is as true for us today as it was for Pausanias
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attention to the image depicting Poseidon and Amymone, noting that it has “consistently
failed to be reproduced in our texts and critical works, it has tended to fall into
Vergessenheit, to sink into oblivion as if it has never existed.”16 In spite of this, Giesecke’s
analysis of the vase gives precedence to the nekuomanteion image by concluding that the
scene of Amymone’s pursuit is a “frame for the more innovative composition,” though she
does raise questions about the use of the object within a sympotic setting.17
Little has been done, therefore, to orient the Lykaon Painter’s pelike within a
context of use and to consider the interpretive possibilities available to an ancient viewer
within that context. Departing from Giesecke’s rumination that the vessel could have seen
service at Athenian symposia, I aim to provide a more thorough analysis of how an ancient
viewer would have experienced this object. What does the viewer see and what
mythological connections do they make? How do the use of the object and the environment
of the symposium affect the interpretation of the images? And how to the two sides of the
pelike interact with each other?

nearly two thousand years ago. Furthermore, Pausanias is writing hundreds of years after
Polygnotos’ execution of the work so his description does not necessarily help us
reconstruct the Classical view of the painting.
16

Giesecke 1999, 64.

17

Giesecke 1999, 77.
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Beginning from the top: how would the ancient viewer read the images on the
pelike? Upon the obverse side of the vessel are three figures.18 The left-most figure is a
young, beardless man standing with his left arm raised and his legs obscured from below
the knees. At first glance, his pose appears awkward to the modern viewer, but the ancient
viewer would have more clearly seen the scenery elements which the artist had drawn with
fine lines of added paint. Although the scenery has long since rubbed away, it remains
visible in negative under certain lighting conditions because the areas to which the pigment
was applied lacks the luster of glaze (figure 2).19 The young man is surrounded by tall
grasses and he looks to be climbing out of a crevasse by pushing against a stone with his
right hand and pulling himself up a boulder with his left. His lower legs are hidden by a
ground line which runs across his shins.
The middle figure appears to be an older, bearded man with unkempt hair; he sits
upon a rocky rise with his right fist propped up under his chin and his elbow resting on his
elevated knee. His face is remarkably detailed and emotive: the slight arching of his
eyebrow and the crease near his mouth suggest sorrow or concern as he meets the gaze of
18

Giesecke 1999 designates this the “A-side,” a term which embraces the historical

scholarly preference for this image over the image on the “B-side.” According to
Giesecke, the disparity in quality detected by Caskey 1934a and and 1944b was intentional
by the painter as a means of encouraging the viewer to focus their attention on the more
interesting scene on the “A-side.”
19

Caskey 1934b, 340.
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the young man across from him.20 Around his waist is a loose-fitting himation and pushed
back off his head onto his back rests a wide-brimmed petasos. He grasps a sword firmly in
his left hand and its scabbard hangs from a baldric across his chest. The right-most figure
bears some distinctive attributes, including winged boots and hat and a scepter of
intertwined serpentine design (already there can be little doubt as to this figure’s identity).
A closer inspection of the vase reveals that there were inscriptions labeling these characters
which, like the scenery, have since worn away. The figure to the right is labeled
Η<Ε>ΡΜΟ, confirming our suspicion that this is the god Hermes with his easily recognized
attributes; the central figure is designated as ΟΔΥΣΕΥΣ the hero, and the figure on the left
is labeled ΕΛΠΕΝΟΡΟΣ, his hapless comrade.
The scene intended by the artist is gradually coming together, but a final clue
confirms it beyond any shadow of a doubt. In front of Odysseus’ right shin, between him
and Elpenor, lie a pair of sheep slumped over dead upon the ground. 21 The lifeless sheep,
the sword in Odysseus’ hand, and the presence of Elpenor, who appears, due to his
obscured lower legs, to emerge from the inky blackness or from beneath the ground itself,
reveal this image to be the necromantic ritual that Odysseus carries out as part of his
adventure to Aides. In light of this, the inscribed names are interesting not only because
20

Caskey 1934, 43.
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The rams here are most clearly part of the image’s narrative, but it is worth noting that

rams, as sacrificial animals, have associations with the dead; see Hoffmann 1997, 47-60.
esp. 47-51.
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they identify the figures, but also because their morphology seems to be implying
something beyond mere identity. ΟΔΥΣΕΥΣ is, as we might expect, in the nominative:
Odysseus is therefore the artistic and grammatical subject of this scene. Η<Ε>ΡΜΟ and
ΕΛΠΕΝΟΡΟΣ both occur in the genitive; that is, their respective figures are labeled with
“of Hermes” and “of Elpenor.”22 For ΕΛΠΕΝΟΡΟΣ the viewer must supply ΨΥΧΗ or
similar so that the inscriptions reads “[the ghost] of Elpenor.”23 Η<Ε>ΡΜΟ is trickier, but
the viewer might reconcile it by supplying perhaps ΕΙΔΩΛΟΝ or ΠΑΡΟΥΣΙΑ to
understand “[the image or presence] of Hermes.”24 The difference in grammatical forms
reinforces the conceptual degree of separation between the ghost of Elpenor and Hermes,
both of whom exist in the realm of the spirit or the divine, and the mortal Odysseus, a
distinction that is not necessarily immediately apparent from the painted image alone.25 By
way of comparison, Junker’s analysis of the tondo depicting Akhilleus binding Patroklos’
wound (within a kylix by the Sosias Painter in Berlin) suggests that the inscriptions labeling
the two figures aid the viewer in navigating the unique scene and draw the viewer’s
attention to the painter’s inventiveness.26 The same could be said of the Lykaon Painter’s
22

Η<Ε>ΡΜΟ is a variation on the more common genitive forms found in the surviving

literature; see LSJ s.v. Ἑρμῆς.
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Caskey and Beazley 1954, no. 111.
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Giesecke 1999, 65.
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Giesecke 1999, 65-66.

26

Red-figure kylix, Berlin, Antikensammlung: F 2278. Junker 2012, 3-8.
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nekuomanteion scene: the inscribed names help the viewer to parse a scene which occurs
only rarely in Greek art and only here (as far as we know) in Attic vase painting. 27
The pair of sheep is just one of the precise details on this pelike that coincide with
the Nekuia’s account of Odysseus’ necromancy.28 In addition to the inscriptions and
scenery, there are streams of blood indicated by added paint which flow from the necks of
the sacrificial animals. These rivulets run down the topographic layers indicated by the
various ground lines and spill into a small pit at the base of the image, just as the poet
describes at Od. 11.34-36: “Now when, with sacrifices and prayers, I had so entreated / the
hordes of the dead, I took the sheep and cut their throats / over the pit, and the dark-clouding
blood ran in….” The topography implied by the painted lines is itself interesting: Odysseus
sits upon a rocky ledge and behind him towers a massive boulder, which Elpenor grips
with his left hand as he emerges from the darkness. To the left of the boulder and
surrounding the spirit of Elpenor are tall reeds which indicate a river or marsh
environment.29 The boulder and the reeds together agree strikingly closely with Kirke’s
description of the place to which Odysseus must travel in order to conduct his summoning
of the dead:
‘then beach your ship on the shore of the deep-eddying Ocean
27

The figures on the reverse are likewise unlabeled as this is a more common scene in vase

painting (see below).
28

See Hom. Od. 11.34-41 and Kirke’s instructions on this point at 10.526-30.

29

Caskey 1934a, 43.
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and yourself go forward into the moldering home of Hades.
There Pyriphlegethon and Kokytos, which is an off-break
from the water of the Styx, flow into Acheron. There is
a rock there, and the junction of two thunderous rivers.’30
As we can see on the Boston pelike, Odysseus is conducting his nekuomanteion at the base
of a large rock in the vicinity of a river. It is tempting to take these fine details in both the
text and on the vase and argue that the Lykaon Painter had these specific words of Homer
in mind when he produced this image.31 It is clear that there is a detailed tradition involved
in the cultural background of the Lykaon Painter’s rendition of Odysseus’ nekuomanteion,
but I am not prepared to call it an ‘illustration’ of the text for one reason: Hermes’ presence
on the right-hand side of the image. Hermes functions in a variety of capacities in epic but
he appears only once to Odysseus in the Odyssey: Hermes, disguised as a young man, warns
Odysseus about Kirke’s magic and gives him the plant moly which acts as a ward against
her enchantments.32 His appearance on the Boston pelike therefore highlights his
conspicuous absence from the nekuomanteion in the Nekuia.
Nor does Hermes appear in the closest artistic comparanda to the Lykaon Painter’s
nekuomanteion, the renowned painting by Polygnotos of Thasos and the Dolon Painter’s

30

Hom. Od. 10.511-15.

31

See Caskey 1934b, 339.

32

See Burkert 1985, 157; Hom. Od. 10.275-306.
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image of Odysseus’ necromantic consultation of Teiresias.33 Caskey suggested three
possibilities for the Lykaon Painter’s inclusion of Hermes: the third figure results in a
balanced composition, the scene may be based on some lost tragedy in which Hermes
appears, or it may be a reference to Hermes’ role as the conductor of souls to the
Underworld.34 Beazley responded to his co-author’s third suggestion by pointing out that
while Hermes does not accompany Odysseus in the Nekuia, he did accompany Herakles to
the Underworld when he descended to retrieve Kerberos.35 Also, Hermes’ role in Herakles’
katabasis is referenced in the Nekuia and artists frequently include him in their depictions
of the event on vases.36
Hermes’ role as psykhopompos (“conductor of souls”) stems from his original
function as a boundary god. Burkert suggests that Hermes has his origins in the herma, “a
heap of stones, a monument set up as an elementary form of demarcation,” particularly as
a means of measuring the half-way point between the Athenian agora and surrounding
neighborhoods.37 As the god of boundaries, it is Hermes’ divine right to enforce and
transgress such boundaries; this quality is given metaphoric form in his capacity as
33

For the Dolon Painter’s nekuomanteion, see Chapter 3.

34

Caskey 1934a, 43.

35

Caskey and Beazley 1954, no. 111

36

Hom. Od. 11.625-26. For Hermes’ accompaniment of Herakles to the Underworld in

vase painting, see, e.g., LIMC Herakles 2557, 2581; Kerberos 1.
37

Burkert 1985, 156.
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psykhopompos when he leads souls on their journey between life and death, categories
which are normally impervious except in death and heroic descent narratives.38 On the
Lykaon Painter’s pelike, Hermes’ presence fulfills both mythological functions: he has
recently conveyed the soul of Elpenor to the mouth of the Underworld and he oversees
Odysseus’ passage to this supernatural location.39 Furthermore, Hermes supervises the
nekuomanteion, a rite during which the boundary between the living and the dead becomes
permeable.40 The viewer is therefore able to easily make sense of Hermes’ divine presence
on the pelike due to his role as psykhopompos and ability to designate boundaries, here
between life and death.41
38

Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 104-5. See Hom. Od. 11.625-26, 24.1-14; H.Hymn Dem. 334-

85. Hermes has a Homeric Hymn dedicated to him as well, though it has perhaps less to
do with him as psykhopompos than the Hymn to Demeter; for a discussion on Hermes in
the Homeric Hymn to Hermes, see Kerényi 1986, 17-44.
39

Hermes’ role in Elpenor’s conveyance to the Underworld is not referenced by the poet,

but it is possible to detect his influence in the swiftness of Elpenor’s journey; see Hom.
Od. 11.57-58.
40

Hermes may have played a role at the Acheron nekuomanteion in Thesprotia; see Ogden

2001, 48-52 (the author here mentions the nekuomanteion scene on the Lykaon Painter’s
pelike as a representation of a necromantic ritual on the mythical shores of the Acheron).
41

Matheson 1995, 199-200 notes that “Hermes plays a variety of roles on Polygnotan vases

that can be associated with his function as the conductor of voyagers, both in the
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The reverse of the pelike (figure 3) features three figures. The central one is a
bearded male, nude except for the cloak draped loosely over his left arm and the stephanos
on his head. In his right hand he carries a three-pronged trident, thus leaving little doubt
that he is meant to be Poseidon. He is in motion, striding to the right toward a woman and
he holds his trident in a menacing manner, leveling its points directly at the woman’s body.
The woman raises her right hand in a gesture of fright and flees from the god, though she
maintains her grasp on the hydria in her left hand.42 A second woman appears behind
Poseidon and runs away in the opposite direction. Both women wear long, modest robes
mythological world and to the Underworld.” His portrayal as a transgressor of boundaries
is therefore fairly well attested within the artistic circle to which the Lykaon Painter
belonged.
It may also be that Hermes’ presence anticipates Elpenor’s burial. Elpenor, who died
unbeknownst to the others, requests that Odysseus return to Aiaia and bury him with full
honors or else his restless spirit might haunt him (Hom. Od. 11.66-78). During the
Nekuomanteion, Elpenor is dead but his spirit has not been integrated into the Underworld;
Hermes presence could therefore signal Elpenor present liminal state between life and true
death (see Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 61 and n. 150). Note also that in the fifth century, the
unburied dead do seem to be able to enter the Underworld and Hermes (along with
Kharon) acts as their psykhopompos (see Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 309-14).
42

For gestures of fright, particularly in artistic representations of women, see McNiven

2000, 76-83.
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(the woman at right wears a peplos, and the woman at left wears a himation with chiton)
and headbands. With the exception of the hydria, there is little about their appearance that
aids in assigning identities to the two women or in identifying a specific mythological
event.
The scene of Poseidon pursuing a woman with a water jar lacks the considerable
specificity of the pelike’s obverse, but the Lykaon Painter has given the viewer just enough
to parse the story, which is known to the modern viewer from a handful of ancient authors.
(Pseudo-)Apollodoros, in the second-century CE Bibliotheka, relates the disagreement
over the division of northern Africa between Danaos and his twin brother Aigyptos.43
Following Athene’s advice, Danaos travels with his fifty daughters to Argos and seizes
kingship over the country; however, Argos is beset by drought, Poseidon’s attempt to
undermine Hera’s claim on the territory. Danaos sends his daughters out to search for water
and one of them, Amymone, happens across a deer. In her effort to bring down the deer,
her missile strikes a sleeping satyr who attempts to rape her. Poseidon scares the satyr off
and desires Amymone for himself. She gives in and Poseidon reveals to her the Lernaian
springs. The first-century CE Roman author Hyginus tells a very similar version of the
story.44 Amymone falls asleep while searching for water and is ambushed by a satyr, whom
Poseidon chases off with a mighty throw of his trident. Poseidon sleeps with Amymone
and then instructs her to pull his trident from the rock in which it became lodged; doing so
43

Apollod. Bibl. 2.1.4.

44

Hyg. Fab. 169, 169A.
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causes the spring of Lernaia to gush forth. While the surviving literary accounts are much
later and may not have been the precise narratives available to contemporary Athenian
viewers, scenes of Poseidon’s pursuit of a woman, sometimes holding a water jar, occur
relatively frequently in fifth century Attic vase painting.45 This is perhaps due to the
influence of Aeschylos’ Amymone, a satyr-play which belonged to the tragedian’s Danaïd
trilogy.46

45

Kaempf-Dimitriadou 1979, 26-30. A red-figure krater in Saint Petersburg attributed to

the Achilles Painter (LIMC Amymone 18) provides a close analogue to the scene on the
Lykaon Painter’s pelike. Here Poseidon threatens Amymone with his trident in a nearly
identical manner as he chases after her and reaches out with his right hand to seize her.
Amymone tries to escape, lugging along her hydria. She gesticulates in fear in the same
way as the Lykaon Painter’s Amymone. See also LIMC Amymone 19, 20, and 23 for
closely related scenes.
46

Giesecke 1999, 70. The play is woefully incomplete and attempts to recover the plot

have depended on the mythographers’ accounts referenced above (see Sutton 1974, 19395). Assuming a parodic relationship with these accounts and Aeschylos’ Suppliants,
which dramatized the Danaïdes’ flight to Argos from their betrothal to the sons of
Aigyptos, Amymone might have “present[ed] the picture of a proper sexual relationship,
based on consent rather than force” (Sutton 1974, 198; see also Papadopoulou 2011, 2324).
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The reverse of the Lykaon Painter’s pelike is therefore one such depiction of the
amorous encounter between Poseidon and Amymone, whose identity is clarified by the
hydria in her left hand for the collection of water.47 The presence of the third figure, perhaps
another of the Danaïdes, can be attributed to the artist’s desire to form a balanced
composition similar to the three figure nekuomanteion scene on the obverse.48 There does,
however, appear to be a marked difference in the composition and modeling of figures on
the two sides of the object. The nekuomanteion is a scene that is unique in extant Attic vase
painting and the Lykaon Painter has carefully considered the placement of characters
within the rocky landscape: Odysseus sits thoughtfully upon a rock with the rams at his
feet, their blood running down into the pit; Elpenor materializes out of the earth; Hermes
steps in from the right and raises a protective hand toward Odysseus.49 The figures upon
the reverse, on the other hand, appear stiff in their gesticulation, all exist upon the same
47

Caskey 1934a, 44; Caskey and Beazley 1954, no. 111; Beazley 1963, 1045; Giesecke

1999, 69-70.
48

Caskey 1934a, 43; Giesecke 1999, 69.

49

Giesecke 1999, 66-69 suggests that the Lykaon Painter’s nekuomanteion is inspired by

and/or responding to Polygnotos’ nekuia mural in the Knidian leskhe at Delphi, which,
based upon the description by Pausanias, seems to have exhibited the dynamic
arrangement of figures over multiple ground lines, elements of landscape, and close
attention to individually defining details; see Stansbury-O’Donnell 1990. For Hermes’
gesture, see Caskey and Beazley 1954, no. 111.
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ground line, and the women would be nearly indistinguishable from each other were it not
for the hydria in Amymone’s hand. Furthermore, in contrast to Elpenor, Odysseus, and
Hermes on the obverse, the figures in the Amymone-Poseidon scene notably lack labels
which help draw the attention of the viewer.50 As Caskey noted shortly after the pelike was
acquired by the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, the Amymone-Poseidon scene has the
look of “a stock subject, drawn hastily and without inspiration.”51 The sensitive treatment
of Odysseus’ encounter with Elpenor is somewhat difficult to reconcile with the stilted
quality of the Amymone-Poseidon scene; Giesecke argues convincingly that the disparity
in quality and rarity between the two halves of the pelike are actually a strategy employed
by the Lykaon Painter to encourage viewers to concentrate on the more artistically
interesting nekuomanteion scene.52 Though the two sides are divided by decorative
palmettes and carrying handles, the continuous meander around the belly of the pelike
(which forms the ground line for the figures in the Amymone-Poseidon scene) also draws
the viewer’s eye around the vase to the obverse.53 However, the inclusion of Odysseus and
50

See Junker 2012, 3-8.

51

Caskey 1934a, 44.

52

Giesecke 1999, 72. See also 73-75 and 77 which conceives of the Lykaon Painter’s

Aktaion krater (also at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston) in a similar way; i.e., the
viewer’s interest in the masterfully executed scene of Aktaion’s metamorphosis and death
is framed by the comparatively uninteresting scene of a young man and two women.
53

Giesecke 1999, 72.
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Poseidon, Odysseus’ divine antagonist, on the same vase and in parallel compositions
suggests there is indeed a thematic relationship between the two images. This is a point to
which I will return below.
The pelike shape is well-suited to the symposium. It features a rounded, nearly
spherical or ovoid body, a short foot and neck with a handle on each side; it is therefore
closely related in both form and function to the various shapes of amphorai.54 Lynch notes
that “the pelike was a multifunctional shape that could hold water, oil, or wine depending
on its context of use. The intended purpose of figured pelikai seems to be reflected in their
iconography.”55 An unadorned black-glaze pelike might be used for simple, everyday tasks
such as fetching water from the well, but a painted pelike (such as that of the Lykaon
Painter) would be more at home in a sympotic context where it likely held unmixed wine
before being transferred to a krater or other mixing vessel.56 The Lykaon Painter’s pelike

54

Webster 1972, 100.

55

Lynch 2011, 127. See also Webster 1972, 100-1 who suggests that the most likely fluids

stored in pelikai were wine, oil, or perfume.
56

For plain, glazed pelikai as water storage jars, see Lynch 2011, 78, 130, and 153. For

decorated pelikai and their role at the symposium, see Lynch 2011, 127-130. Giesecke
1999, 77 considers very briefly the Lykaon Painter’s pelike within a sympotic context,
raising questions about its use and display.
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in particular is fairly large, measuring 47.4 cm in height, which thus increases the visibility
of the images painted upon its surfaces.57
The question remains: just how would a symposiast, whom I presume to be an
Athenian living in the third quarter of the fifth century,58 understand the nekuomanteion
scene rendered on the pelike within a context of drinking and merry-making with his peers?
There is little doubt that the symposiast would begin as we have: he would view the obverse
of this vase and think, “Here I see Odysseus, who has just completed a sacrifice. Behind
him is Hermes and before him is Elpenor.” Putting these figures together in his mind, a
story emerges, known to him either from oral recitations or his own readings: “Ah, this
must be an image of Odysseus’ journey to the Underworld, where he met his dead
companions and comrades and learned how to return home to Ithake.” Already there is
some intellectual reward in recognizing the reference to myth or epic made by the vase,
57

Caskey 1934a, 40 notes that the register between the upper and lower borders measures

approximately ten inches and that the pelike could contain around six gallons of liquid.
58

This has important implications for his familiarity with the Lykaon Painter’s depiction

of the nekuomanteion. As Cook has argued, the “crystallization of the Odyssean tradition
into a written text, the growth of Athenian civic ritual, and the process of state formation
in Attica were simultaneous and mutually reinforcing developments” (Cook 1995, 4). In
other words, the Odyssey was an important component of Athenian self-awareness and,
on the basis of hearing public performances at least, we can assume our symposiast had
some familiarity with the poem. See Cook 1995, 3-5, 8, 128-70.
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but this thoughtful viewer could then begin to fill in the blanks left by the image. At some
level, any image of a well-known mythological moment will also be a reference to its larger
narrative context: the specific image calls upon the viewer to supply the entire arc, that is,
what happened before the scene painted on the vase, and what happened afterward. Upon
recognizing the nekuomanteion scene on the pelike, the viewer will start to supply the rest
of the narrative context. The appearance of the ghost of Elpenor in particular will suggest
other Odyssean episodes.
In the Odyssey, Elpenor is introduced under unfortunate circumstances. For an
entire year, Odysseus and his companions stay on Kirke’s island “feasting on unlimited
meat and sweet wine,” but his companions begin to grow restless and ask Odysseus to think
about returning home to Greece.59 Odysseus speaks with Kirke who instructs him to first
make a voyage to the house of Aides and consult the spirit of Teiresias, who possesses
valuable information pertaining to his homecoming.60 Odysseus goes around Kirke’s
palace and rouses each of his companions from slumber and tells them to prepare for the
journey (conveniently omitting the detail about detouring to the Underworld). 61 The
hubbub wakes Elpenor, whom the poet introduces at 10.552:
Ἐλπήνωρ δέ τις ἔσκε νεώτατος, οὔτε τι λίην
ἄλκιμος ἐν πολέμῳ οὔτε φρεσὶν ᾗσιν ἀρηρώς:
59

Hom. Od. 10.466-74.

60

Hom. Od. 10.488-95.

61

Hom. Od. 10.546-49.
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ὅς μοι ἄνευθ᾽ ἑτάρων ἱεροῖς ἐν δώμασι Κίρκης,
ψύχεος ἱμείρων, κατελέξατο οἰνοβαρείων.
κινυμένων δ᾽ ἑτάρων ὅμαδον καὶ δοῦπον ἀκούσας
ἐξαπίνης ἀνόρουσε καὶ ἐκλάθετο φρεσὶν ᾗσιν
ἄψορρον καταβῆναι ἰὼν ἐς κλίμακα μακρήν,
ἀλλὰ καταντικρὺ τέγεος πέσεν: ἐκ δέ οἱ αὐχὴν
ἀστραγάλων ἐάγη, ψυχὴ δ᾽ Ἄϊδόσδε κατῆλθεν.

There was one, Elpenor, the youngest man, not terribly
powerful in fighting nor sound in his thoughts. This man,
apart from the rest of his friends, in search of cool air, had lain
down drunkenly to sleep on the roof of Circe’s palace,
and when his companions stirred to go he, hearing their tumult
and noise of talking, started suddenly up, and never thought,
when he went down, to go by way of the long ladder,
but blundered straight off the edge of the roof, so that his neck bone
was broken out of its sockets, and his soul went down to Hades’.62
The poet’s specification that Elpenor is “the youngest man” (νεώτατος) is reflected in the
Lykaon Painter’s depiction of him as a beardless youth in comparison to the mature
appearance of Odysseus. As soon as the viewer sees this image of psykhe Elpenoros on the
62
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pelike, they would supply this necessary backstory about how Elpenor came to be a psykhe,
a story which involves tragic though somewhat comedic missteps under the influence of
“unlimited sweet wine.” Elpenor himself comments on his misfortune when Odysseus asks
him how he managed to reach Aides’ realm without a ship:
‘διογενὲς Λαερτιάδη, πολυμήχαν᾽ Ὀδυσσεῦ,
ἆσέ με δαίμονος αἶσα κακὴ καὶ ἀθέσφατος οἶνος.
Κίρκης δ᾽ ἐν μεγάρῳ καταλέγμενος οὐκ ἐνόησα
ἄψορρον καταβῆναι ἰὼν ἐς κλίμακα μακρήν,
ἀλλὰ καταντικρὺ τέγεος πέσον: ἐκ δέ μοι αὐχὴν
ἀστραγάλων ἐάγη, ψυχὴ δ᾽ Ἄϊδόσδε κατῆλθε.

‘Son of Laertes and seed of Zeus, resourceful Odysseus,
the evil will of the spirit and the wild wine bewildered me.
I lay down on the roof of Circe’s palace, and never thought,
when I went down, to go by way of the long ladder,
but blundered straight off the edge of the roof, so that my neck bone
was broken out of its sockets, and my soul went down to Hades.’63
Part of the humor of this scene comes from the poet’s word choice, but the same words
also help reveal the ‘moral’ of the story. First of all, he tells us at 10.555 that Elpenor was
οἰνοβαρείων, “heavy with wine” or “drunk.” At 10.557, the poet uses ἐκλανθάνω, which
63
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in the middle and passive voices (as it appears here) means “to completely forget.”64 How
could Elpenor “completely forget” to use the ladder unless he were so thoroughly
inebriated that all vestiges of common sense had left him? The poet stresses this again at
11.62 where Elpenor says that he “didn’t think” (οὐκ ἐνόησα) to use the ladder to get down
from the roof; νοέω essentially means “to use one’s νόος,” i.e., “to use one’s mind or good
sense.”65 Elpenor was decidedly not thinking straight if it seemed more expedient to him
to tumble off the roof of Kirke’s palace than to go down the ladder. The episode of
Elpenor’s death is therefore one which communicates the danger of the excessive
consumption of wine to impede clear thought.
The potential dangers of wine are a recurring motif in literature and vase painting
alike. When Dionysos first arrived in Attica he was received by Ikarios to whom Dionysos
gave a wineskin and taught the secret of making wine in return for his hospitality. Eager to
share this gift with his fellow man, Ikarios serves the wine to some nearby shepherds, who,
unaccustomed to alcohol, quickly become intoxicated by drinking excessively. Thinking
that Ikarios had poisoned or enchanted them, the drunken shepherds kill Ikarios and incur
the wrath of Dionysos.66 The Kentauromakhia broke out when the centaur Eurytion
attempted to rape Hippodameia, the bride of the Lapith king Peirithoös, after becoming
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drunk on wine at the wedding feast.67 The conflict appears frequently on painted vases,
including sympotic forms. For example, a red-figure Attic stamnos (500-450 BCE) depicts
two Lapiths fighting against four centaurs who bear striking similarities to the usual
balding, snub-nosed, scraggly-bearded appearance of satyrs (figure 6), and one side of a
red-figure Attic kylix attributed to the Foundry Painter (also 500-450 BCE) bears an image
of a centaur wearing a leopard skin running down a Lapith warrior (figure 7).68
Other Odyssean episodes which suggest the dangers of wine also appear on vases,
particularly the blinding of Polyphemos. When Odysseus and his crew set out to discover
who inhabits the island of the Kyklopes, he brings with them a goatskin full of wine given
him to by Maron, a priest of Apollo.69 This is a drink so strong that “whenever he drank
this honey-sweet red wine, he would pour out / enough to fill one cup, then twenty measures
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of water” in order to achieve a proper ratio.70 Odysseus offers Polyphemos a bowl of this
wine, which he slurps down greedily, and then three more bowls until “the wine had got
into [his] brains” and he passes out.71 Odysseus and his remaining companions seize upon
this moment and blind him with the olive stake, a moment portrayed by a number of vase
painters. On the neck of a seventh century proto-Attic funerary amphora at Eleusis (figure
8), Odysseus and his crew drive the stake into the eye of the kyklops, who howls in pain.72
In his right hand, however, he maintains his grasp on a drinking cup, thus referencing his
overeager consumption of Maron’s strong wine.73 The blinding of Polyphemos is also
represented on sympotic vessels, such as an Attic black-figure oinokhoe (ca. 500) attributed
to the Theseus Painter (figures 9 and 10).74 At the far left of the decorated field is a man
(perhaps Odysseus) hardening a stake in a blazing fire, which the painter has rather
ingeniously executed by using layers of diluted glaze; two other men steady another stake
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and prepare to jab it into the eye of the kyklops, who reclines in sleep at the right. 75
Although Polyphemos is not in possession of a drinking cup or wineskin in this particular
image, his drunkenness is implied by the utilitarian function of the vessel itself in
distributing wine at a symposium. The Cyclops Painter’s name-vase, a red-figure Lucanian
kalyx-krater (420-410 BCE), shows Polyphemos passed out in the foreground, surrounded
by Odysseus and his companions, who are busy weaponizing the olive trunk (figure 11).76
To the right of the unconscious kyklops is an empty wineskin hanging from a branch and
a large drinking cup; further to the right are two satyrs, making the Dionysiac connections
all the more apparent.77 The Cyclops Painter’s depiction of Polyphemos, who has become
drunk on copious amounts of undiluted wine, on a vessel shape designed for mixing wine
would provide a pleasing irony for symposiasts to consider while they themselves imbibe.
Drink too much and you may suffer the same fate as Polyphemos, Eurytion, or Elpenor.
Wine is not all bad, of course. For all its potential danger and the frequency with
which the theme appears in art and literature, wine is a great boon to man. In Euripides’
Bakkhai, Teiresias cites wine as a blessing equal to grain:
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Mankind, young man, possesses two supreme blessings.
First of these is the goddess Demeter, or Earth—
whichever name you choose to call her by.
It was she who gave to man his nourishment of grain.
But after her came the son of Semele,
who matched her present by inventing liquid wine
as his gift to man. For filled with that good gift,
suffering mankind forgets its grief; from it
comes sleep; with it oblivion of the troubles
of the day. There is no other medicine for misery.78
Life is difficult for mortals, who are subjected to a never-ending torrent of misfortune;
Hesiod famously complains that “not a day goes by / a man doesn’t have some kind of
trouble. / Nights too, just wearing him down.”79 Fortunately, Dionysos granted men wine
as a means to help them forget their woes. However, there is a fine line between the
analgesic forgetfulness Teiresias praises and the blundering forgetfulness that sends
Elpenor to his death. The ambiguity of wine necessitated special considerations that would
help maximize the pleasurable aspects of the drink while mitigating the potential for
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harm.80 We find this balancing principle in the Greek ideal of sophrosyne. Sophrosyne is a
concept with many different dimensions and its precise connotations tended to change over
time; a comprehensive discussion of sophrosyne is well without the scope of this paper,
but I will present a brief overview here of the features most salient to the symposium.81
Sophrosyne as a concept appears early in the literary tradition in the epic poetry of
Homer and Hesiod. In the Iliad and the Odyssey, sophrosyne, has as its most basic meaning
“prudence” or “‘soundness of mind’—that is, the state of having one’s intellect
unimpaired.”82 This soundness of mind can translate into self-knowledge, particularly an
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awareness of one’s status relative to others.83 Telemakhos exercises such self-awareness in
the court of Menelaos by maintaining a respectful silence as his hosts speak of his likeness
to Odysseus; his companion, Peisistratos, intercedes on his behalf, claiming that “he is
[σαόφρων], and his spirit would be shocked at the thought / of coming here and beginning
a show of reckless language / in front of you.”84 North notes that “In certain respects this
is the most revealing use of saophrôn in Homer […] because it is the first clear recognition
of sophrosyne as a form of repression or control. Telemachus […] is called saophrôn
because he checks some natural impulse (in this case, the impulse to speak out).”85
Though Hesiod does not use terms such as sophrosyne or sôphrôn, his various
exhortations to adhere to the middle path are closely related to the idea of sophrosyne as a
limiting principle.86 For instance, in advising Perses in matters of shipping, Hesiod cautions
his brother not to get too greedy and put all his goods on one boat: it’s best to take just
83
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enough to turn a profit and to “Stick to the middle course: balance is best in all things.”87
This moderating sentiment appears elsewhere in Greek folk wisdom, particularly in the
maxims attributed to the Seven Sages which tend to “advise the practice of self-control,
particularly the conquest of pleasure (hêdonê) and passion (thymos) or the recognition of
limits in some form.”88 The most famous of these pithy dicta, “know yourself” (γνῶθι
σαυτόν) and “nothing in excess” (μηδὲν ἄγαν), were inscribed in the pronaos of the temple
of Apollo at Delphi.89 Just as Apollo is sometimes thought to be “most Greek of the gods”
and the Sanctuary at Delphi was the omphalos of the world, gnothi sauton and meden agan
are quintessentially Greek concepts.90 Both of these Delphic maxims reflect existing
dimensions of sophrosyne and form the basis for subsequent interpretations of the
concept.91
Sophrosyne in its aspect of meden agan is particularly relevant in a sympotic
context where excessive drinking can have undesirable effects (such as vomiting, dizziness,
irritability, or incoherence). The association between sophrosyne-as-moderation and the
drinking party is suggested by the sixth-century lyric poet Theognis:
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But as for me, since I have reached my limit of honey-sweet wine,
I shall think of sleep that loosens cares, going home.
I have reached the point when a man feels most pleasure in drinking wine,
being neither sober at all nor yet excessively drunk.
Whoever goes beyond the limit of drinking, that man no longer
is master of his own tongue or of his mind;
he talks recklessly, saying things which the sober find disgraceful,
and feels no shame in any action when he is drunk,
a man of sound sense before, and now a fool.92
Proper behavior at the symposium requires that participants recognize their own limit
(μέτρον) lest they lose control of their good sense and become foolish (as Elpenor did when
he over-indulged and blundered off the roof of Kirke’s palace). Furthermore, Theognis
extols moderation as the most pleasurable way of participating at a symposium: drinking
enough to maintain one’s ‘buzz’ is much preferable to becoming drunk and making a scene.
Sophrosyne, therefore, is not a form of asceticism or self-denial.93 It is instead the “middle
course,” to borrow Hesiod’s phrase; that is, the indulgence in pleasure within the bounds
92
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of reason.94 This is the mistake made by the titular character in Euripides’ Hippolytos.
Hippolytos claims multiple times that he is the most sophron of all men, but for him
sophrosyne means chastity in devotion to the virgin goddess Artemis at the expense of
giving Aphrodite her due reverence.95 Chastity is much like complete sobriety for Theognis
in that it “alone is not the total virtue: Mêden agan […] and Gnôthi sauton are inseparable
from sophrosyne, but Hippolytus is without moderation or self-knowledge.”96 In light of
Hippolytos’ unflinching dedication to chastity, the nurse contemplates sophrosyne-asmoderation with a healthy dose of dramatic irony:
Men say that a way of life too unswerving
leads more to a fall than to satisfaction
and is more hurtful to health.
That is why I have much less praise for excess
than for moderation (τοῦ μηδὲν ἄγαν).
The wise will bear me out.97
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The wise do indeed support the nurse’s estimation of meden agan. In Plato’s Philebos,
Sokrates asks Protarkhos whether he finds greater pleasure in wantonness (ἐν ὕβρει) or in
self-restraint (ἐν τῷ σώφρονι βίῳ); Protarkhos suggests in reply that those who live by the
principle of meden agan are better off because they avoid the madness and foolishness
caused by outrageous excesses.98 Finally, in the Laws, the Athenian presents sophrosyne
as the struggle between a man and the many pleasures and passions (πολλαῖς ἡδοναῖς καὶ
ἐπιθυμίαις) that tempt him toward shameful behavior (ἀναισχυντεῖν καὶ ἀδικεῖν).99
However, in order to become sophron, one must actually experience such pleasures and
passions; the Athenian argues therefore that sophrosyne must be learned and practiced, and
furthermore that the symposium provides an excellent test of a man’s character:
And are not these the conditions in which we are of the character
described,—anger,

lust,

insolence,

ignorance,

covetousness,

and

extravagance; and these also,—wealth, beauty, strength, and everything
which intoxicates a man with pleasure and turns his head? And for the
purpose, first, of providing a cheap and comparatively harmless test of these
conditions, and, secondly, of affording practice in them, what more suitable
pleasure can we mention than wine, with its playful testing—provided that
it is employed at all carefully? For consider: in the case of a man whose
disposition is morose and savage (whence spring numberless iniquities), is
98
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it not more dangerous to test him by entering into money transactions with
him, at one's own personal risk, than by associating with him with the help
of Dionysus and his festive insight?100
In the background of the symposium is this concept of sophrosyne, that participants
should not be given to excessive appetites and outrageous behavior. This is the context in
which the Lykaon Painter’s nekuomanteion is best understood. As discussed above, the
Lykaon Painter’s nekuomanteion fits into a pattern of mythological scenes on sympotic
vessels which reflect the potential dangers of wine, but the element of sophrosyne as
practiced at the symposium adds another dimension to the meaning of the image. Elpenor
did not tumble from the roof simply because he was drunk, nor did he merely forget to
descend by way of the ladder, rather he perished because he did not exercise sophrosyne
and forgot the appropriate limits to his behavior. Elpenor’s excessive drunkenness is the
result of his unrestrained appetite for Kirke’s “unlimited sweet wine” and reveals in him a
moral flaw such as Plato’s Athenian describes.101 In the enchanted, distant reaches of the
Odyssean world, such forgetfulness and immoderate behavior is a transgression often
punishable by death.102 The consequences at a symposium are much less severe, but the
negligence of sophrosyne can nevertheless cause one to become reckless or foolish, and
succumb to various unflattering passions.
100
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The Lykaon Painter’s pictorial distinction between Elpenor as a young man and
Odysseus as a man in his prime reflects a distinction between being asophron and sophron
as a matter of age and experience. Elsewhere in the Laws, Plato’s Athenian suggests that
youth is susceptible to folly because it has not yet come to know moderation (γνόντας τὸ
μέτριον).103 Elpenor represents this youthful folly while Odysseus represents the mature
spirit of sophrosyne.104 Situated within a sympotic context, the very arena in which one
learns sophrosyne, the figures of Elpenor and Odysseus provide a pictorial and
mythological medium for younger and older participants to reflect on the educative process
of the symposium and the importance of moderation.105 Additionally, Hermes’ presence in
103
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Beazley detected the restraint of Odysseus when he noted that “Two things are

expressed in the figure of Odysseus: pity, and self-control. [… T]he action of Hermes
emphasizes the self-control of Odysseus. At the terrifying apparition, the god steps
forward, ready to stand by the man: but the man has not flinched” (Caskey and Beazley
1954, no. 111).
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the nekuomanteion scene may go beyond clarifying the narrative content of the scene and
have thematic resonances with the ideal of sophrosyne. The concept of meden agan as the
spirit of sympotic sophrosyne represents a metaphorical boundary: it is the boundary
between excess and want, self-indulgence and self-denial, drunkenness and sobriety, and
asophron and sophron behavior. At the nekuomanteion Hermes supervises the shifting
boundary between the living and the dead, and at the symposium, on this pelike, he is
present as the symposiasts are engaged in the process of feeling out the boundary of due
measure (μέτρον).
There must be some thematic connection between the nekuomanteion scene on one
side and the Poseidon-Amymone scene on the other. As Odysseus learns shortly after his
meeting with Elpenor, Poseidon is thwarting his homecoming in retribution for blinding
his son, Polyphemos.106 The god appears in the center of the register, flanked by the two
women in a composition which mirrors that of the nekuomanteion on the obverse; the
artistic mirroring that occurs across the body of the vase further suggests a connection
between Poseidon and Odysseus. If the two are opposed in mythology and they appear on
opposite sides of the pelike, we may well ask whether these elements translate into thematic
opposition as well. In other words: if Odysseus stands for the moderating spirit of
sophrosyne, does Poseidon, like Elpenor, somehow stand for its opposite?
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Except for his appearance on this pelike, Poseidon is absent from the oeuvre of the
Lykaon Painter, though he does crop up in works by other artists in the Polygnotan circle.107
As Matheson notes, “Gone are the Early Classical valentines to the god of the sea who
personified the power of the Athenian navy in the defeat of the Persians. Poseidon no longer
cares for war, but only for women.”108 The woman that Poseidon cares most about is
Amymone and the pair appear on three other vases by Polygnotan painters. On a bell krater
by the Peleus Painter, Amymone fills her hydria at a fountain while Aphrodite and
Poseidon appear to the right, suggesting the union about to take place (figure 12).109 An
unattributed hydria shows Amymone at a fountain receiving a crown from Eros as
Poseidon remains unnoticed nearby.110 Finally, a bell krater at the Vatican attributed to the
Dinos Painter shows Poseidon and Amymone standing opposite each other; two satyrs and
Hermes are also present (figure 13).111 Each of these representations of Poseidon and
107
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Amymone possesses erotic undertones, but the Lykaon Painter’s version of the encounter
is by far the most violent; Poseidon here chases after a frightened Amymone, presumably
to take her by force. The Lykaon Painter thus shows the god in the pursuit of pleasure
(hedone), specifically sex. Such behavior on the part of a god is excusable, but mortals
cannot behave like gods; to do so would be an act of hubris which exemplifies a lack of
sophrosyne.112 Poseidon’s amorous pursuit of Amymone on the Lykaon Painter’s pelike is
therefore another reminder of the limiting principle of sophrosyne.
Amymone also tells the viewer something about sophrosyne. On the pelike she (and
her sister) flees from Poseidon. She is terrified, denoted both by the very fact that she is
running and also by her raised arm.113 Such a visible display of fear is characteristic of
women in scenes of erotic pursuit because in Greek thought women lack courage (andreia),
a masculine attribute which allows a man to combat his fear; thus, women can only flee
from their attackers.114 Their inability to restrain their fear, as indicated here by Amymone
waving her arm and running away, demonstrates a lack of sophrosyne.115 The
predominately male audience at a symposium could look at the women fleeing upon the
reverse of the pelike and recognize the women’s lack of courage and corresponding lack of
sophrosyne, qualities which they were meant to possess and exhibit as men. The image
112
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therefore serves to define the group in terms of it opposite.116 Finally, the hydria in
Amymone’s hand also resonates with the theme of sophrosyne. As its name implies, the
hydria’s primary purpose is carrying water, a key ingredient at the symposium since it is
required to moderate the strength of the wine.117 In fact, the appearance of the hydria in
Amymone’s hand references the function of the pelike in a sympotic context.
Osborne has said of the Lykaon Painter’s nekuomanteion scene that “The play of
the image here has nothing to do with the pot or its use,” but I suggest that the possible use
of the pot does in fact resonate with the sympotic theme of the image discussed so far. 118
The Lykaon Painter’s choice to paint these scenes on a pelike, a vessel most probably used
for containing pure wine or water at a symposium, further underscores the relationship of
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McNiven 2000, 94-97: “the use of unrestrained gestures, especially those that indicate

fear, was a powerful tool for marking the behavior of the Other.” Lissarrague 1990a, 5759 makes a similar point concerning the molded kantharoi which feature various faces;
on these objects “There is just one type that does not exits: the ‘ordinary’ white male. It is
as if the anthropology of such molded vases was meant to define the opposite of the Greek
drinker and to hold up to him all the things that he was not.”
117

Webster 1972, 98. Lynch 2011, 151-52 specifies that simple hydriai were ideal for

“carrying water from afar since its narrower neck prevents the water from splashing out
if jostled.”
118

Osborne 1998, 169.
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the nekuomanteion with sophrosyne.119 Neat wine is too strong for civilized consumption
so it has to be mixed with water to achieve an appropriate strength.120 The very act of
mixing water and wine, then, is one of moderation: the excess strength of the wine is
tempered by the introduction of water and the balanced mixture is consumed by the
symposiasts. The actual mixing occurs in the krater, but pelikai played a role in the process.
A symposiast reclining on his couch might look out at the space in front of him and see the
krater, the communal wine vessel from which the individual cups could be drawn;121
nearby he might also see a number of pelikai such as the Lykaon Painter’s. This vessel,
decorated with the nekuomanteion scene and the attendant connections to the concept of
sophrosyne outlined above, could contain either pure wine or water, though it would be
difficult to tell which simply from the vase’s outward appearance. Its contents would be
revealed upon transferal to the krater.122 The eventual revelation of the pelike’s contents
could have subtle effects on the symposiasts’ understanding of the nekuomanteion imagery.
If the vessel is full of unmixed wine, the scene might take on stronger connotations
119

See Lynch 2011, 127.

120

Drinking unmixed wine, that is, “to drink like a Skythian,” is the practice of barbarians.

See Lissarrague 1990a, 7.
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For the krater as the center of the symposium and an embodiment of “the mean,” see

Lissarrague 1990a, 34-37, 44-46.
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Revelation is an important component of necromancy; see Chapter 3 for a discussion of

Teiresias’ oracular revelation to Odysseus.
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concerning wine’s dangerous potential and evoke Elpenor’s folly as a counterexample to
the ideal of moderation practiced at the symposium. If the pelike contained water, the
symposiast might think more in terms of the necessity of sophrosyne to their convivial
activities: just as water is the moderating agent in the preparation of wine, the principle of
meden agan is the moderating agent at the symposium which ensures the greatest
enjoyment for the participants. In either case, the ghost of Elpenor appears as an example
of the immoderate symposiast, while Odysseus represents the symposiast who exercises
sophrosyne. After all, as the following pages will make clear, Odysseus is an excellent
character with whom to think in a sympotic context as an exemplar of restraint.
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Chapter 3: Teiresias and the Restraint of Thumos
on the Dolon Painter’s Krater
In this chapter I consider the interpretation of the Dolon Painter’s nekuomanteion
scene within a sympotic context. As before, I will begin by unpacking the iconography of
the vessel before attempting an analysis of the images and their relationship to the ideal of
sophrosyne. Because Odysseus’ consultation of Teiresias is unique both in vase painting
and in literature, the Odyssey will necessarily form the basis for our understanding of the
message of the nekuomanteion and how symposiasts might have understood a pictorial
representation of it. I also aim to develop the remarks I made in the previous chapter about
Odysseus as an exemplar of restraint and, by extension, sophrosyne. My analysis here
assumes that, while we have now traveled west to southern Italy, the artistic program of
the painter and the interpretive faculties of the viewer are steeped in the Athenian tradition.
The Odyssey would have therefore loomed large in the minds of the artist and viewers alike
and affected their understanding of the nekuomanteion scene in particular. Though literary
sources will feature prominently in this chapter, I do not mean to suggest that an ancient
viewer would be required to have such specific material in mind; rather, he would have a
general awareness of the important aspects of Teiresias’ oracle and Odysseus’ character
that are only available to us through the epic tradition.1

1

It is always possible that other sources may have inspired the nekuomanteion image. This
is particularly true for southern Italy where the theater had a profound influence on the
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Shortly after its discovery, the Dolon Painter’s kalyx-krater received its first
description in the 1843 volume of the Bullettino archeologico Napoletano, which noted
that it was acquired by signore Raffaele Barone.2 The vase changed hands privately before
entering the collection of the Cabinet des Médailles in 1862 as part of a gift of eighty-five
Greek and Etruscan vases (among many other objects) courtesy of Honoré Théodoric
d'Albert, the Duke of Luynes.3 The vase was published a few years later in a visitors’ guide
to the collection: “Ulysse évoquant l'ombre de Tirésias. Près du roi d'Ithaque, Périboète et
Euryloque. Cratère de Vulci. Peinture rouge.”4 This epigrammatic description, which
completely omits the image on the reverse, was greatly expanded by De Ridder in his
catalogue of Greek vases for the Bibliothèque nationale. De Ridder’s focus is primarily on

themes, iconography, and techniques that vase painters deployed. There are faint traces of
dramatic influence on the Dolon Painter’s krater, such as the tall boots worn by the figures
and the elements of scenery (but as I touch upon below, these can be explained by other
means). To advance this argument, however, would require me to invent a play that
doesn’t exist; furthermore, if one did exists it would inevitably have referenced or
competed with the Odyssean account at some level. For a detailed discussion of the
theatrical influences on visual artists in the Greek west, see Taplin 2007.
2

Minervini 1843a, 100.

3

Red-figure kalyx-krater, Paris, Médailles et Antiques de la Bibliothèque nationale de
France: 422 (= LIMC Teiresias 11).

4

Bibliothèque Impériale 1867, 158 (no. 732).
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iconographic identification, but he provides us with a detailed description of the images on
the krater, giving equal treatment to both sides.5 He is meticulous, describing how figures
tilt their heads and where they point their toes, but De Ridder does not make any attempts
at interpretation. He does not even suggest that we are looking at Odysseus’ nekuomanteion
and the Judgment of Paris; rather, he leaves the discussion in terms of its individual
pictorial elements. Bottini is one of the few scholars who have engaged with the vase and
its imagery in a critical manner, suggesting that the vase was a special commission for an
initiate of Pythagoreanism, perhaps for use as a grave dedication.6 In particular, Bottini
understands the head of the seer Teiresias as having to do with the Pythagorean concept of
metempsychosis: upon death and transmigration, the soul experiences forgetfulness of
itself, but Teiresias, like Pythagoras, escaped this fate because he was blessed by the gods.7
5

De Ridder 1902, 312-14.

6

Bottini 2012.

7

Bottini 2012: “Come ci tramanda Diogene Laerzio (VIII, 1, 4-5) sulla base di Eraclide
Pontico (fr. 89 Wehrli), anche Pitagora, nella sua precedente vita quale Aithalides, aveva
infatti chiesto ed ottenuto da suo padre Hermes (circostanza che induce a prospettare un
legame più specifico con la scena del giudizio di Paride sul lato opposto del cratere,
costruita attribuendo il ruolo di protagonista allo stesso dio) di poter conservare in vita e
dopo la morte la memoria degli accadimenti, sfuggendo così al destino comune a tutti i
defunti, l’oblìo di sé e la conseguente « penosa vicenda della reincarnazione ».” For
Teiresias special treatment in death, see Hom. Od. 10.490-95.
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Teiresias is thus analogous to Pythagoras and Odysseus becomes the initiate seeking to
learn from the teacher.8 Bottini’s take on the Dolon Painter’s nekuomanteion is an
interesting perspective because Pythagoreanism influenced much of the religious and
political landscape in southern Italy during the late sixth and early fifth centuries. 9 I see
some issues with Bottini’s approach, though. Pythagoreanism lost much of its influence
after political unrest in southern Italy resulted in the massacre of large numbers of
adherents around the mid-fifth century.10 The krater dates to be beginning of the fourth
century, during which time Pythagoreanism was more of a fringe movement.11 Should the
marginalization of Pythagoreanism affect such a reading of the vase? Additionally, Bottini
does not thoroughly address the scene on the reverse, remarking only that Hermes allowed
Pythagoras (in a past life) to retain his memory through death.12 What is the thematic
relationship between the Judgment of Paris and the nekuomanteion scene if the latter bears

Bottini does not address them, but Odysseus’ companions on the krater presumably

8

represent the uninitiated who do not experience the salvation offered by Pythagoreanism.
9

Burkert 1985, 302-4; OCD sv. Pythagoras (1).

10

Burkert 1985, 303-4.

11

Burkert 1985, 304.

12

Bottini 2012.
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a message of Pythagorean salvation? This is not the place to disprove Bottini, but I do
suggest that my sympotic hypothesis better accounts for the imagery of the entire vessel.13
The circumstances of the krater’s discovery are not especially clear and I have
found no scientific documentation of the excavation that yielded it. The guidebook
description makes a vague reference to Vulci, suggesting a context of Etruscan use. 14 This
seems to be an error, because Minervini’s earlier report in 1843 states that the vase was
unearthed in the “comune di Pisticci.”15 Bottini notes, however, that before 1930
“commune di Pisticci” could have referred to the larger area around Metaponto.16 At any
13

It is certainly worth noting that there are a number of points of compatibility between

my sympotic and Bottini’s Pythagorean hypotheses. His characterization of Odysseus as
an initiate and implicit characterization of the companions as uninitiated maps onto my
argument that their “salvation” requires special understanding and regulation of their
actions. Odysseus is saved because he restrains himself, but his companions are lost
because they do not. According to my argument, Teiresias is, like Pythagoras, a holder of
special knowledge that one must come to understand in order to save themselves. Notably,
the content of Teiresias oracle specifies that Odysseus and his crew should not harm the
Helios’ cattle; this instruction mirrors the dietary restrictions practiced by Pythagoreans
(see Burkert 1985, 302).
14

Bibliothèque Impériale 1867, 158 (no. 732).

15

Minervini 1843b, 105-6.

16

Bottini 2012.
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rate, the krater was not found far from its point of production, as is the case with many
south Italian works.17 Hauser attributed the krater to the hand of the Dolon Painter, a
prolific artist who worked out of the Metaponto workshop established by the Pisticci and
Amykos Painters at some point in the late fifth or early fourth centuries. 18 Trendall notes
that the Polygnotan Group had a profound influence among early Lucanian painters such
as the Pisticci Painter and suggests that they were trained in or emigrated from Athens.19
The Dolon Painter belongs to a “second generation” of Lucanian vase painters, but
Polygnotan influences still exist in his artistic DNA.20 There are over thirty vases attributed
to the Dolon Painter’s hand and he seems to have had a particular affinity for large krateres
and mythological scenes.21 Dionysiac scenes featuring the god, satyrs, and maenads are
also common, especially on his krateres, and are characterized by “a refreshing zest for life
and a pleasing vein of rustic humor;” one can easily imagine their use at drinking parties.22

17

Trendall 1989, 9.

18

Furtwängler and Reichhold 1905, 263-264. See also Trendall 1967, 97-99; 1989, 55;

Bottini 2012; LIMC Paridis Iudicium 55.
19

Trendall 1989, 17-18; Giambersio 1989, 17-18; Matheson 1995, 4.

20

Trendall 1989, 55.

21

According to Trendall 1967, 100-102 the Dolon Painter decorated 21 krateres (bell,

kalyx, column, and fragments).
22

Trendall 1967, 97, 101-102 (nos. 520, 522, 525-527).
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The ancient symposiast looking at the obverse of the Dolon Painter’s krater (figure
4) would first notice three nude, male figures arranged evenly across the painted field. Two
of the figures stand off to the sides, flanking the third figure seated in the center. The
standing postures of the former create an artistic frame around this character in the middle,
and the negative space above his head draws the viewer’s eye to him. This man wears a
full beard (suggesting his maturity relative to the other two beardless figures) and has a
rather shaggy head of hair which the painter has executed with great care. His gaze is turned
down and the fine lines on his forehead suggest mild surprise or concern.23 He sits upon a
pile of rocks, which the painter has rendered in great detail, picking out individual stones
and even adding what looks like a tuft of weeds growing out of a crevasse. Although the
Dolon Painter does not give us the full panorama like the Lykaon Painter does, this
individual element of scenery demonstrates the artist’s close attention to detail and suggests
the influence of the Polygnotan style.24 Seated upon a pile of rocks, the man leans over and
rests his right forearm on his right knee and grasps in his hand a short sword. Its blade is
stained by dark streaks, suggesting that there has been some recent bloodshed. The sword’s
scabbard hangs below the figure’s left arm and is suspended from a thin baldric around his
torso. This man wears very little clothing: a himation or chlamys (which covers part of his
23

24

Bottini 2012.
For landscape on Polygnotan vases, see Matheson 1995, 4, 21, 58-60, 92 (which

addresses the Lykaon Painter’s pelike), 156, etc. For the influence of the Group of
Polygnotos on Lucanian vase painting, see Trendall 1989, 17-18; Matheson 1995, 4.
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lap and serves as his seat cushion) and a pair of tall, laced traveling boots.25 This is the
viewer’s first real clue about the figure’s identity: he must be involved in a journey from
one place to another.
The viewer’s eye then comes to rest upon the head of a ram framed by the middle
figure’s booted feet. It appears to be lying on the rocky ground and, upon closer inspection,
there are fine, dark lines running from the ram’s neck, over the ground line, and into the
narrow border below. A scene begins to take shape in the viewer’s mind: the central figure
with the sword has slaughtered the ram beneath him and its blood flows forth in sacrifice
to divine powers.26 The purpose for the sacrifice is immediately clarified as the viewer’s
eye travels further to the left. From the ground emerges the head of an old man, his long
25

As Taplin 2007, 38 notes: “The kothornos (buskin) became a kind of symbol of tragedy,

second only to the mask. Worn for male roles, it was a high boot with a fairly soft thin
sole […]. On the vases they are often shown as laced up the front […].” This may perhaps
suggests a connection to some lost tragedy in which Odysseus consults Teiresias, but
Taplin cautions that the boots “are far more widely associated with Dionysos and with
travelers.” In the absence of any extant dramatic literature involving Odysseus’
nekuomanteion, any connections between the Dolon Painter’s work here and tragedy
would be purely speculative. The boots therefore signal the wearer as a traveler: the heroic
wanderer par excellence, Odysseus polytropos (see Cook 1995, 96).
26

For the use of blood in rituals in general, see Burkert 1985, 59-60. For blood sacrifice in

necromantic rituals, see Ogden 2001, 171-74.
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hair and beard painted over with white to emphasize his age. His head is tilted back, his
eyes are closed, and his mouth is slightly ajar, giving the viewer the impression that this
figure is sleeping or even coming up for air. The head emerging from the ground is
reminiscent of epiphanic anodoi, such as the massive, rising head of Aphrodite or
Persephone on a hydria by the Herakles Painter.27 But it also recalls depictions of
cephalomancy, a form of necromancy in which skulls or decapitated heads were consulted
for oracular truths, such as the oracle of Orpheus’ head on a hydria in Basel.28
Furthermore, the emergence of the old man is reminiscent of Elpenor’s
materialization out of the marshy scenery on the Lykaon Painter’s pelike (figure 2); indeed,
the details of the scene on this krater, including the traveler, the ram sacrifice, and the
apparition of an old man’s head, can only suggest a later moment from the Nekuomanteion
when the seer Teiresias appears to Odysseus.29 The other two figures must therefore be the
two companions who accompany Odysseus to the far shore of Okeanos, Perimedes and
Eurylokhos.30 The youth on the left wears calf-high boots, a baldric similar to Odysseus’,
a pilos, and a cloak; he leans against a spear to his left. The figure at right has high-fastening
27

Red-figure hydria, Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Historie: R 286. See Cohen

2006, 329 and Bottini 2012.
28

Red-figure hydria, Basel, Antikenmuseum Basel und Sammlung Ludwig: BS 481. See

Ogden 2001, 208-16; Ustinova 2009, 106-7; Vermeule 1979, 197; and Bottini 2012.
29

Hom. Od. 11.90-96.

30

Hom. Od. 11.23-28, 44-47.
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sandals and a cloak hanging from his left shoulder. His pose is rather contrived: he holds a
sword in his right hand and rests his forearm on top of his head while leaning back and
striding forward slightly. He holds a walking stick in his cloak-covered left hand, which he
has placed against the small of his back.
A symposiast seated on the opposite side of the krater would see a much more
densely populated scene (figure 5). In the upper-center part of the panel on the reverse are
two characters engaged in some sort of transaction. The young man seated on the right
wears the familiar high-boots, a cloak, a tall cap with long lappets (which suggests his
origins in the east), and rests a spear on his right shoulder. His trusty dog stands at his side.
The figure to the left offers him a serpentine staff and leans against a dead tree, thus
indicating an outdoor setting; this man’s winged hat and shoes identify him unequivocally
as Hermes. Below him is a large, circular shield and gorgoneion; their owner, Athene,
stands immediately to the left, washing her hands in a fountain against which her long spear
rests. To the right of the young man with the cap is another woman who sits and fusses
with her hair. She is attended by a fawn and a winged youth, Eros, which makes the woman
his mother, Aphrodite. A third woman (likely a goddess considering her company) sits to
the left of Hermes, gazing into a mirror and adjusting her veil. Three goddesses primping
in one scene can only mean that is the Judgment of Paris.31 In the center of the panel
Hermes is granting the Trojan prince Paris the kerukeion, bestowing upon him the divinely
sanctioned authority to judge who is the most beautiful of the three goddesses. The moment
31

Bibliothèque Impériale 1867, 158; de Ridder 1902, 313-14; Trendall 1967, 102.
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that the Dolon Painter has chosen to depict is a preparatory one: the goddesses are all finetuning their appearance before their debut to the judge, and Paris sits while Hermes, one
imagines, explains the task to which he has been appointed. Paris has yet to even raise his
hand to accept the kerukeion so that the viewer anticipates the rest of the story. As a whole,
the Dolon Painter’s Judgment of Paris is so well realized and so finely detailed that Bottini
has described the krater as having a “double A-side.”32 The excellence and interest of the
subjects on both sides suggests to me that the artist intended that the vessel be viewed from
all around, such as would be the case at a symposium. Any analysis of the vase must
therefore take into account possible thematic connections between the two sides, a point
with which I engage below.
The vessel itself is a kalyx-krater with a pair of curved handles sprouting from the
lower body, which flares outward to the lip. It measures 48.4 cm in height and 49.8 cm in
diameter, giving the Dolon Painter ample real estate upon which to work. The krater is an
especially important object at a symposium, conceptually and practically. Practically
speaking, it is the container in which pure wine is mixed with water into a drinkable
solution and from which wine can be drawn to fill the various cups circulating amongst the
participants. Conceptually, the krater makes for an organizing focus in the physical center
of the room, around which orbit the various sympotic activities such as drinking, music,
etc.:

32

Bottini 2012 and n. 19.
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[… A]t a symposion the krater constitutes the focal point for the group; it is
the shared cup, the vessel that contains the essential reaction, the mixing of
water and wine. […] The krater, therefore, is imbued with symbolic
significance. It is the symbol of hospitality; it is linked with music and
dance; it is the source for the distribution and circulation of wine; and it
structures the space both of the symposion and, in a more complex way, of
visual imagery.”33
The krater’s position at the literal and symbolic center of the symposium makes its
function, the mixing of wine, one of the most crucial acts of the evening. The vessel’s
involvement in the process of mixing therefore relates it to the sympotic ideal of

33

Lissarrague 1990a, 23, 36. The centrality of the krater in terms of space and behavior is

reflected in vase paintings of symposia (ibid., 19-46). For example, concerning the
depiction of a krater situated among symposiasts on a fifth-century stamnos: “By
imagining this krater among the drinkers, we find something like a reverse symmetry, a
mirror image, between the drinkers in the hall and their depiction on the krater. The
pictorial surface is cylindrical, hence centrifugal, while the couches in the room are
arranged so that they converge. The image sends the guests a reflection of their own
activity” (ibid., 25). See also Lissarrague 1990b.
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sophrosyne as outlined above.34 In fact, the number of krateres mixed and consumed
provided the metric by which the symposiarch determined a sensible limit to the drinking:
For sensible men I [Dionysos] prepare only three kraters: one for health
(which they drink first), the second for love and pleasure, and the third for
sleep; after the last one is drained, those who are deemed judicious go home.
The fourth krater is not mine any more—it’s for insolence; the fifth is for
shouting; the sixth is for rude banter; the seventh is for fistfights; the eighth
is for disorderly conduct; the ninth is for ill humor; and the tenth is for
madness, and that one knocks you out. When it’s poured neat into a small
jar, it easily trips up the one who’s drunk it.35
Three krateres of wine is the appropriate limit for those who observe sophrosyne, while
any more than that is excessive and brings with it the risk of reckless behavior and drunken
antics. A krater such as that by the Dolon Painter “embodies all values of the mean” and
34

Indeed, the act of mixing (κεράννυμι) gives the krater its name (LSJ, s.v.: κρατήρ) and

“krater” becomes synonymous with “symposium” by association (see Lissarrague 1990a,
36).
35

Euboulos quoted by Athenaeus Deipnosophistai, 2.36b in Lissarrague 1990a, 44.

Euboulos was a comedic playwright active between ca. 380 and 335 BCE. This quotation,
probably from either his Semele or Dionysos, is therefore slightly later than the date of the
Dolon Painter’s kalyx-krater (ca. 390-380) but his remarks are nevertheless a product of
the Classical milieu (OCD sv. Eubulus 2).
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is the instrument of ‘enforcing’ sophrosyne at the symposium.36 But what about the images
on the krater? How does the scene of Odysseus’ consultation with Teiresias relate to the
theme of sympotic moderation? To better understand the relationship between the image
and sophrosyne, we must better understand the consultation itself and the oracular
information that Teiresias provides.
Teiresias’ oracle to Odysseus is preserved for us in the Nekuia. The seer’s ghost
appears to Odysseus at 11.90 without much elaboration; he carries a golden staff and
recognizes Odysseus on sight.37 The Dolon Painter has embellished this moment in his
version on the krater: Teiresias, in his immaterial, ghostly form, glides upward from the
infernal regions to reach the blood, of which he commands Odysseus to allow him to drink:
“Now draw back from the pit, and hold your sharp sword away from me, / so that I can
drink of the blood and speak the truth to you.”38 The artist’s vision of the scene on the
krater shows Teiresias’ moment of apparition; he has yet to drink from the pit. The viewer

36

Lissarrague 1990a, 45.

37

This is uncharacteristic of spirits in the underworld who have not consumed blood. For

a discussion on the Homeric ambiguity between the “lively” and “witless” conceptions of
spirits, see Souvinou-Inwood 1995, 76-92.
38

Hom. Od. 11.95-96.
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anticipates what happens next: the seer will drink his fill of the blood’s revitalizing power
and begin to prophesy.39
The elements of Teiresias’ speech are crafted to impart specific knowledge to the
hero. First, Odysseus is given verification of the specific force that opposes his
homecoming, Poseidon, and the reason for the god’s antagonism, the blinding of his son
Polyphemos.40 The seer’s second point reveals the precise temptation that Odysseus and
(especially) the crew will face: when they arrive on the island of Thrinakie they will
encounter the “cattle and fat sheep of Helios.”41 Teiresias’ mention of Thrinakie
exemplifies the tension between one’s thumos and what is necessary. For Odysseus’ nostos
to be successful, it is necessary that he “check [his] passion (θυμὸν) and that of [his]
companions.”42 However, there will be dire consequences if he does harm them.43 The seer
39

The scene therefore roughly mirrors the activity at the symposium: once the wine has

been mixed in the krater, the symposiasts await the service of wine. They then drink their
fill and converse with each other while imbued with its intoxicating power.
40

Hom. Od. 11.101-3. The Lykaon Painter took this fact into consideration by painting a

scene involving Poseidon on the other side of his nekuomanteion pelike (see the previous
chapter).
41

Hom. Od. 11.106-9.

42

Hom. Od. 11.105.
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Hom. Od. 11.112-3: “but if you do harm them, then I testify to the destruction / of your

ship and your companions […].”
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concretely identifies this conflict between passion (thumos) and necessity as the crisis that
will determine the crew’s fate and the circumstances of Odysseus’ return.
The future events on Thrinakie take the form of a ‘loaded’ prophecy. The prophecy
seems to operate similarly to “μερμηρίζειν-Szenen” (“deliberation scenes”) in which “der
Held hat sich zwischen zwei Möglichkeiten zu entscheiden” (“the hero must decide
between two options”).44 Odysseus’ encounter with the kyklops includes a notable example
of such a μερμηρίζειν-Szene at 9.299-306.45 Here, the two possibilities Odysseus must
decide between are (1) to lash out and strike the kyklops dead,46 or (2) to bide his time and
avoid becoming trapped in the cave.47 Homeric convention expresses the proper course of
44

Arend 1933, 107. On Teiresias’ prophecy specifically, see Peradotto 1990, 63-90, who

identifies the alternatives as characteristic of prophetic speech without relating them to
this broader pattern of deliberations scenes.
45

For additional examples of two-option deliberation scenes in the Odyssey, see e.g. 4.117-

9 (in which Menelaos is notably preempted by Helen); 6.141-7; 18.90-94; 20.9-24;
24.235-240.
46

Hom. Od. 9.298-302: “Then I / took counsel with myself in my great-hearted spirit / to

go up close, drawing from beside my thigh the sharp sword, and stab him in the chest,
where the midriff joins on the liver, / feeling for the place with my hand […].”
47

Hom. Od. 9.302-4: “[…] but the second thought stayed me; / for there we too would

have perished away in sheer destruction, / seeing that our hands could never have pushed
from the lofty / gate of the cave the ponderous boulder he had propped there.”
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action as the second of the two options; the first is often the emotional response to a
situation, while the second is more deliberately considered and thus more likely to lead to
success.48 Following convention, Odysseus chooses the second course. Odysseus’
adherence to the second path, that of restrained behavior, resonates strikingly with the
metaphysical logic of Teiresias’ speech in Book 11.
Teiresias’ prophecy at 11.104-137 is closely patterned after the conventional, twooption μερμηρίζειν-Szene. The first portion of the prophecy (11.104-111) corresponds to
the first option in a deliberation scene. Here, Teiresias states that Odysseus could return
home more easily if he restrains his own and his companions’ passions and does not harm
Helios’ cattle (11.104-5, 110-1: ἀλλ᾽ ἔτι μέν κε καὶ ὣς κακά περ πάσχοντες ἵκοισθε, / αἴ κ᾽
ἐθέλῃς σὸν θυμὸν ἐρυκακέειν καὶ ἑταίρων, / … / τὰς εἰ μέν κ᾽ ἀσινέας ἐάᾳς νόστου τε
μέδηαι, / καί κεν ἔτ᾽ εἰς Ἰθάκην κακά περ πάσχοντες ἵκοισθε). Likewise, the second portion
(11.112-137) corresponds to the second option of a deliberation scene. If Odysseus harms
the cattle (11.112: εἰ δέ κε σίνηαι) all manner of misfortunes will befall him and his house
(11.112-117); he will, however, have the opportunity for vengeance (11.118: ἀλλ᾽ ἦ τοι
κείνων γε βίας ἀποτίσεαι ἐλθών). Teiresias also prophesies that, after Odysseus makes an
inland journey to found a cult to Poseidon (11.121-134), the hero will die in old age
(11.134-136). Teiresias’ mantic utterance appears ambiguous, in typical oracular fashion,
as it gives the illusion of entertaining two equally likely possibilities (“if…, then…; but
if…, then…”). The underlying structure is fundamentally identical to that of the
48
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μερμηρίζειν-Szene, and the two halves of the prophecy can be directly mapped on to the
two possibilities of deliberation. The first half of Teiresias’ oracle is the remoter possibility
while the second half is the course that will be followed, as well as that which is
“weiterblickenden,” i.e., that which sees further into the future. The latter is the ‘true’
prophecy—the one that outlines in much greater detail the forthcoming events.
The seer, by organizing his prophesy according to the convention of μερμηρίζεινSzenen, allows us to infer the actual course of future events. Odysseus’ crew will, in fact,
harm the Cattle of the Sun and he will return alone on another’s ship to face a chaotic
Ithake. At home he will find arrogant men who consume his livelihood and court his wife.
He will exact revenge and then travel inland to found a cult of Poseidon. Finally, he will
die in old age among a prosperous people. The seer concludes with an assertion of his own
clairvoyance (11.137: τὰ δέ τοι νημερτέα εἴρω); Odysseus learns that what he has been told
is “unerring”—the troubles at sea and pains at home will all come to pass. Teiresias’
speech, like Odysseus’ meeting with Elpenor, points toward both directions in the poem:
the seer clarifies the events of the past and provides a kind of index for the rest of the poem
and even events beyond it.
The actual scope of Teiresias’ oracle, however, contrasts notably with what Kirke
says the seer will provide. According to Kirke, by consulting with Teiresias Odysseus will
learn the proper, nautical course toward home.49 Teiresias does nothing of the sort besides
mentioning Thrinakie as a location pivotal for determining the manner of Odysseus’ nostos.
49

Hom. Od. 10.538-540.
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This apparent discontinuity between Books 10 and 11 has often been used as ammunition
to argue against the authenticity of the Nekuia.50 However, while a map might have shown
Odysseus the physical route home, Teiresias’ instructions provide much more important
advice which factors into the success of his homecoming. The double emphasis placed
upon taming one’s thumos in both the content and construction of Teiresias’ oracle conveys
the necessity of understanding the divine agency of Odysseus’ sufferings and the
metaphysics of his nostos. Far more important than just sailing directions (which Kirke
herself will provide at 12.37-110, 116-41), Odysseus is given the framework necessary for
understanding his toils and, therefore, the very story that he himself is weaving.51
The ramifications of Teiresias’ warning are felt throughout the entire plot of the
Apologoi, so much so that I cannot outline them all here. Two brief examples will suffice
to illustrate the role of restraint as a critical component of Odysseus’ heroic identity:
Odysseus’ encounter with Polyphemos, and the fateful episode on Thrinakie. After
Polyphemos devours two of the crew (9.187-93), Odysseus’ first instinct is to slay the ogre
50

See Page 1955, 29-32, who objects to the Nekuia on similar grounds. See Sourvinou-

Inwood 1995, 70-76 for the integrity of Odyssey 11.
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Peradotto 1990, 87 arrives at a similar, meta-textual conclusion: “Odysseus had been

sent to Tiresias purportedly to learn the metra keleuthou, the measurable stages of his
journey home. He learns instead of an ametretos ponos that carries us out of the poem,
preventing the mind from taking any final measure of the work, unless we import our own
verisimilar sense of appropriateness”.
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outright with his sword (9.299-302). He recognizes, however, that this would mean certain
death for him and his companions and he therefore adopts a strategy of passivity, of
observation and planning, instead of his instinctual recourse to bie (“violence” or “force”)
(9.302-6).52 This restrained response to the situation allows Odysseus to formulate an
escape plan, but his drive towards violence manifests itself again when he blinds
Polyphemos with the olive stake (9.374-400). This, in conjunction with his proud boast
that “you were blinded by Odysseus, sacker of cities,” represents Odysseus’ indulgence of
his passions.53 The restraint of his thumos allows him to escape the cave, but its indulgence
comes with Poseidon’s divine retribution.
On the approach to Thrinakie, Odysseus urges his men to steer clear of the island
and sail on (12.260-76): he has internalized the necessity of restraint at the moment
identified by Teiresias as the most crucial for his successful homecoming. 54 His
52

For a fuller account of the tension between bie and metis, as well as heroic activity and
passivity in the Odyssey, see Cook 1999.
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Hom Od. 9.502-5.
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Olson 1995, 61-64 argues that the Wanderings as a whole, and the Thrinakian episode
specifically, “describe a series of political rather than personal developments, as
Odysseus’ relationship with his men slowly deteriorates and they bring about their own
ruin”. This provides an exemplary foundation necessary for making sense of the
Mnesterophonia: those who defy any rightful authority (be it the crew or the suitors)
doom themselves to ruin. Olson’s point is well taken, but there is no reason why the
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companions swear not to touch the livestock, but the winds keep them ashore for a month
and the crew is driven by their hunger feed themselves from Helios’ herds.55 Even after his
men commit their crime and feast upon the cattle for six days, Odysseus restrains himself
from partaking.56 The episode contrasts markedly with the Kyklopeia in which Odysseus’

episode cannot do double duty. Just as the defiance of political authority and the group
indulgence of desire can explain the communal disasters in the Odyssey, Odysseus’
eventual success in returning home can be explained by his own increasing heroic
restraint in accordance with the supernatural authority of Teiresias’ oracle.
See also Reinhardt 1996, 99-102 which identifies similarities between the Thrinakian
episode and “cult-legends” which “tell about the punishment of some kind of sacrilege
against the god’s possessions, the temple’s goods, sacred groves, hearths, or the like”.
The episode thus possesses a religious quality; moreover, as Reinhardt argues, Teiresias’
“either-or” prophecy depicts the events on Thrinakie as a test from the gods, a
characteristic feature of such cult-legends. Odysseus returns home because he passes the
‘test’ of Thrinakie by restraining his physical and heroic appetites (as instructed by
Teiresias and by the examples of the deceased heroes); the crew does not return because
they fail this same test.
55
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indulgence of his thumos results in his extended wanderings; the complete denial of his
thumos on Thrinakie results in his eventual deliverance.57
The Nekuia is the episode that mediates between these two, different halves of
Odysseus’ adventure and his gradual shift in character. This is accomplished primarily by
means of Teiresias’ oracle which impresses upon Odysseus the importance of restraining
his thumos, the constant tension throughout the Apologoi. Because the influence of
Teiresias’ exhortation that Odysseus check his thumos is widely felt throughout the
Odyssey, it is reasonable to conclude that Odysseus’ capacity for restraint must have
constituted an important aspect of the way the ancient Greeks thought about and with the
hero.
On that note: at the end of the previous chapter on the Lykaon Painter’s pelike I
suggested that Odysseus is an excellent character with whom to think in a sympotic context.
As I have outlined above, Odysseus is a hero characterized by his unique capacity for
restraint, a characteristic which develops over the course of the hero’s wanderings and is
of great importance to his successful return home. Odysseus’ heroic restraint of thumos has
sophrosyne as a close sympotic analogue; just as Teiresias’ oracle stresses the necessity of
containing one’s desires, sophron behavior, which involves the restraint of one’s physical
appetites and other passions, is necessary for a pleasurable time at the symposium. The
conceptual similarity between Odysseus’ heroic restraint and sympotic sophrosyne
57

The Thrinakian episode and the Kyklopeia are structurally parallel passages within the
Apologoi. See Cook 1995, 65-92.
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provides the intellectual context for understanding the meaning of the Dolon Painter’s
krater.
The painter’s composition of the nekuomanteion scene makes Odysseus, seated
between his two companions, the center of the viewer’s attention. At the same time, the
viewer is able to follow Odysseus’ sight line down to Teiresias and infer the prophecy that
he is about to utter: that Odysseus’ must restrain his thumos if he ever wants to return home
to Ithake. This recognition may in turn bring to mind the above examples of Odysseus’
restrained behavior. The viewer’s focus returns to Odysseus at center and, contemplating
such episodes, he reflects on the importance of restraint to Odysseus’ adventures. The ready
parallel between Odysseus’ restraint and the moderation practiced by participants at the
symposium allows the viewer to connect the image and Odysseus to their present convivial
activities.
The presence of Odysseus’ companions to the sides is also significant: if Odysseus
is characterized by his ability to check his passions, his companions are characterized by
their susceptibility to those same passions. Assuming that one of the companions on the
krater is in fact Eurylokhos (who is present at the nekuomanteion in the Odyssey58), he
provides another cue for the viewer to ponder future events on Thrinakie. It is Eurylokhos
himself who twice leads the mutinous resistance against Odysseus’ efforts to restrain their
thumoi, first upon sailing near Thrinakie, and then when their provisions run out after a
month of adverse winds:
58
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‘Listen to what I say, my companions, though you are suffering
evils. All deaths are detestable for wretched mortals,
but hunger is the sorriest way to die and encounter
fate. Come then, let us cut out the best of Helios’ cattle,
and sacrifice them to the immortals who hold wide heaven,
[…] But if, in anger over his high-horned cattle,
he wishes to wreck our ship, and the rest of the gods stand by him,
I would far rather gulp the waves and lose my life in them
once for all, then be pinched to death on this desolate island.’59
If the sight line from Odysseus to the rising head of Teiresias is the artist’s way of
telling us the hero’s focus and drawing attention to the imminent prophecy as an important
interpretive component of the scene, the sight lines of the two companions are equally
telling. The figure to the left, whom De Ridder identified as Eurylokhos, is completely
aloof.60 He leans against the shaft of his spear nonchalantly and he gazes off into the middle
distance. I detect an expression of boredom on his face, but between his resting pose and
distant stare there are enough visual cues to tell that this figure is not particularly interested
in what is going on around him. Perimedes on the right exhibits a similar degree of
detachment from unfolding events. He leans back on his stick and gazes straight to the left,
59
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implied rather than specified; see LIMC Eurylochos I.
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perhaps at Eurylokhos, rather than down toward Teiresias’ ghostly head as one might
expect. The Dolon Painter’s rendering of the companions, from Eurylokhos’ unbalanced,
cross-legged lean to Perimedes’ contorted stance, contrast notably with the representation
of Odysseus. He sits with his feet firmly on the ground, hand planted on the rock beside
him, and he holds his sword in front of him, ready to ward off any encroaching spirits. His
gaze is on the emerging spirit: he is focused and prepared. Odysseus’ companions, on the
other hand, exhibit symptoms of the deadly forgetfulness that contributed to Elpenor’s
demise. The Dolon Painter foretells their doom before even Teiresias can.
Much as Odysseus needed to exercise restraint over his thumos, the symposiast
must behave like Odysseus and moderate his appetites and behavior, and not like
Eurylokhos who gives into them regardless of the consequences. Perhaps there is even an
element of humor inherent in the relationship: Odysseus had to exercise restraint in order
to return home, and the symposiast must exercise restraint if he wants to return home that
evening (and not end up drunk in a ditch somewhere!). Just as the events of the Apologoi
test Odysseus’ heroic character, so too does the symposium test the character of
participants at a symposium by their ability to moderate themselves.61
Turning to the other side of the vase, I argue that it is possible to understand the
Judgment of Paris in terms of restraining one’s passions and that the reverse of the Dolon
Painter’s krater reinforces the theme of sympotic sophrosyne. Each of the goddesses offers
Paris a reward if he names her the most beautiful: Hera vows to make him king of all men,
61
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Athene promises to make him victorious in war, and Aphrodite offers him Helen, the most
beautiful of all mortal women.62 Paris is swayed by the promise of sex and arbitrates in
Aphrodite’s favor. Paris’ decision is arguably asophron, unsound or immoderate, in that
he succumbs to one of his baser, physical passions and that he failed to consider the fallout
of stealing another man’s wife (namely the bloody Trojan War and the utter destruction of
his civilization). One gets this impression even from Homer who is notoriously reticent on
the topic of the Judgment:
And though this63 was pleasing to all the rest, it was not to Hera
or Poseidon or the flashing-eyed maiden,
but they persisted just as when sacred Ilios at first became hateful in their
eyes
and Priam and his people, because of the folly of Alexander,
who had insulted those goddesses when they came to his farmstead
and praised her who furthered his grievous lustfulness (μαχλοσύνην).64
Paris’ lack of sophrosyne is perhaps suggested by the Dolon Painter in his choice
of headwear: a tall, decorated cap with long lappets. Although Paris wears only the cap and
a cloak in the Dolon Painter’s version of the Judgment, the cap is part of a larger ensemble
62
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Akhilleus, who has been dragging the body over the Trojan plains behind his chariot.
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which frequently marks Paris as a foreigner in Classical vase paintings.65 On an Attic krater
attributed to the Kadmos Painter at the Hermitage Museum (ca. 430 BCE, figure 14), Paris
appears in the distinctive, patterned trousers and long-sleeved tunic of an easterner, though
damage to the vessel has cut off the top of his head.66 He appears again on a hydria (ca.
400 BCE, figure 15), also of Attic fabric, wearing nearly identical clothing and a floppy,
decorated cap similar to the one by the Dolon Painter.67 Closer to Metaponto, Paris wears
a cap and patterned, oriental costume on a lekythos from Paestum (ca. 330 BCE, figure
16).68 Non-Greeks were often the object of derision on the basis of stereotypes pertaining
to questionable drinking practices, whether consuming neat wine, sucking down beer, or
over-imbibing;69 the hat in particular could serve as a marker of such behaviors.70 As
Hobden summarizes, “the hat, as a token of non-Greek ethnicity, operates within a chain
65
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of indicators of rustic, intense, eroticized, satyric consumption.” By painting his Paris with
such a cap, the Dolon Painter is not only marking him as a non-Greek, but also as a figure
that is not entirely in control of his appetites.
It is easy to imagine how this image might have served as a conversation piece for
drinkers at a symposium. The scene depicted upon the vase takes place before the judgment
and before Paris has even accepted the responsibility that Hermes offers him. The mythical
conclusion has not been reached in the Dolon Painter’s picture and the moment is therefore
perfect for viewer intervention.71 A cup might pass around the room and each symposiast
in turn could be asked to give their thoughts on the Judgment of Paris:72 “in what ways was
Paris’ judgment sophron or asophron?” “Whom of the three goddesses would you have
selected if you were in Paris’ shoes?” “How does one’s decision in this matter reflect their
character?” “Is the Judgment a dilemma in which any decision, no matter how well
reasoned and carefully deliberated, inevitably results in angering more than it pleases? How
should one act in such a situation? Can one refuse to pass judgment altogether?” So on and
so forth. Much as the symposium itself required a balanced mixture of song, games,
speeches, and the like,73 the decoration on the krater as a conversation piece provides a
71
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balanced mixture of subjects for viewing and consideration. The nekuomanteion provides
weighty commentary on the dangers of excess and the importance of sophrosyne, while the
Judgment of Paris sets the stage for the ludic manipulation of myth and exploration of
sophron behavior.
According to this line of reasoning sophrosyne is central to understanding the
imagery on the Dolon Painter’s krater within a sympotic context, particularly the
nekuomanteion scene. Odysseus and his interaction with Teiresias is the focal point of the
image, and restraint of one’s thumos is the most important point made by the seer; this
importance is stressed time and time again in narrative terms in the Odyssey as being crucial
to the hero’s survival, but also in pictorial terms on the krater in the juxtaposition of
Odysseus and his companions who are doomed to die because of their immoderate
behavior. It is therefore, perhaps, no accident that the Dolon Painter has placed the
Nekuomanteion on a krater, a vessel which exists at the physical center of the symposium
and symbolizes the ideal of sophrosyne.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion
Lissarrague has characterized the symposium as “the locus for metaphor and
illusion, both poetic and visual.”1 In this thesis I have argued that, by examining the vasepaintings of Odysseus’ nekuomanteion through a sympotic lens, the images of necromancy
and their poetic background possess a close metaphorical relationship with sophrosyne, the
Greek ideal of moderate behavior. An ancient symposiast could therefore look at such
objects and see a reminder or reflection of the kind of behavior that he was meant to exhibit
during convivial activities in order to ensure that he and his peers had a pleasurable time at
the symposium. Additionally, I have attempted to read the nekuomanteia images alongside
the lesser known scenes on the other sides; in each case I have detected thematic threads
which weave the two sides of the objects together and further integrate the entire object
with the overall cultural fabric of the symposium. While my main focus has been the scenes
of necromancy, I have tried to consider both sides of the vases as coherent pictorial
programs; I find that the themes found on the reverse reflect those of the nekuomanteia on
the front and modulate the viewer’s understanding of the work.
But unlike Teiresias’ oracle, the points presented here are not νημερτέα, the
“unerring truth;” all the possible dimensions of understanding their and contextual fields
cannot be reconstructed in their entirety. Anyone working in the field of antiquity inhabits
a world characterized sometimes by a great richness and variety, and sometimes by

1

Lissarrague 1990a, 47.
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fragmentation and loss. The loss of context of the two vases examined here is a case in
point; if it turns out that these vases were found in contexts for which we cannot reconstruct
an Athenian mindset, my conclusions would require modification.2 As frustrating as this
can be, such circumstances demand that we think and draw connections with creativity and
playfulness in a process which mimics, however vaguely, the experience of viewing and
understanding undertaken by ancient symposiasts. This thesis, then, has been an attempt to
arrive at a creative explanation for an enigmatic pair of objects. It is, as it often is, a
hypothesis and a first step.
Other avenues of inquiry have, of course, arisen in the course of this project. For
instance, I still do not have a satisfying answer for why the subject of Odysseus’
nekuomanteion does not seem to have developed into a proper artistic tradition. Poseidon
chasing Amymone and Paris’ judgment of the goddesses’ beauty pageant vastly outnumber
the nekuomanteion; what might account for the small number of the latter? It could have
something to do with market forces: as craftsmen, painters must be able to sell their work
and if a particular subject does not sell well for whatever reason, painters might abandon
poorly selling scenes for more popular ones. But even this just begs the question: why did
the market not want these scenes? Alternatively, it could have something to do with the
‘opportunity cost’ of painting a nekuomanteion over one of the other Odyssean episodes.
Despite the virtuosity with which both the Lykaon and the Dolon Painters executed their
2
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nekuomanteia, when it comes down to it a necromancy scene involves only human figures
(or their eidola). Most artists seem to have preferred to paint pictures of, for example, the
blinding of Polyphemos or the escape from his cave, scenes which could involve people,
animals, mythological creatures, and unusual combat.
Maybe that is the wrong way to think about it though. Perhaps it would be better to
consider the scenes of Odysseus’ nekuomanteion within the broader context of katabasis.
A much greater number of vases depict Herakles’ retrieval of Kerberos from the depths of
Aides, for example; what might we learn by considering images of Odysseus’ summoning
of the dead as a part of the pictorial tradition of heroic descent to the Underworld? How
might katabasis itself fit into the context of the symposium?
Another path for exploration has been lurking in the background of this project: the
close metaphorical relationship between wine and blood, an association which survives to
the present day through the Christian tradition.3 Blood sacrifice is the method by which
Odysseus summons and speaks with the dead and the sheep’s blood is carefully rendered
by both artists. What might the scenes of necromantic sacrifice have to do with the ritual

3

E.g., Matthew 26:27-29: “Then he took a cup, and when he had given thanks, he gave it
to them, saying, ‘Drink from it, all of you. This is my blood of the covenant, which is
poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins. I tell you, I will not drink from this fruit
of the vine from now on until that day when I drink it new with you in my Father’s
kingdom.’”
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aspects of the symposium such as the pouring of libations?4 And what are we to make of
the parallelism between shades gathering around the pit to drink blood and symposiasts
gathering around the krater to drink wine?
If nothing else, I hope that I have shown that the symposium is a productive
environment in which to think about the Lykaon and Dolon Painters’ nekuomanteia and I
consider the concept of sophrosyne to be a primary hermeneutical device. Additional
questions arise, as they always do—it feels something like trying to hit a moving kottabos
target.

4

Lissarrague 1990a, 25-28, 85-86.
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Figures

Figure 1:
Odysseus and the shade of Elpenor. Red-figure pelike (obverse), Boston,
Museum of Fine Arts: 34.79. Image credits: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
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Figure 2:
Odysseus and the shade of Elpenor. Red-figure pelike (obverse,
reconstruction after Caskey 1934a), Boston, Museum of Fine Arts: 34.79. Image credits:
L.D. Caskey.
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Figure 3:
Poseidon and Amymone. Red-figure pelike (reverse), Boston, Museum of
Fine Arts: 34.79. Image credits: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
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Figure 4:
Odysseus and Teiresias. Red-figure kalyx-krater (obverse), Paris,
Médailles et Antiques de la Bibliothèque nationale de France: 422. Image credits: Artstor.
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Figure 5:
The Judgment of Paris. Red-figure kalyx-krater (reverse), Paris, Médailles
et Antiques de la Bibliothèque nationale de France: 422. Image credits: Artstor.
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Figure 6:
Satyric centaur. Red-figure stamnos (detail), Paris, Louvre: G 55. Image
credits: Maria Daniels (via Perseus Digital Library).
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Figure 7:
Centaur wearing a leopard-skin cloak. Red-figure kylix (detail);
Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology:
31-19-2. Image credits: University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and
Anthropology.
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Figure 8:
The blinding of Polyphemos. Proto-Attic funerary amphora, Eleusis,
Archaeological Museum of Eleusis: 2630. Image credits: DASe.
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Figure 9:
The blinding of Polyphemos. Black-figure oinokhoe, Paris, Louvre: F 324.
Image credits: Louvre (via Perseus Digital Library).
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Figure 10:
Fire-hardening the spear. Black-figure oinokhoe, Paris, Louvre: F 324.
Image credits: Louvre (via Perseus Digital Library).
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Figure 11:
The blinding of Polyphemos. Red-figure kalyx-krater, London, British
Museum: GR 1947.7-14.18. Image credits: DASe.
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Figure 12:
Poseidon, Amymone, and Aphrodite. Red-figure bell krater, Syracuse,
Museo Archeologico Regionale: 44291. Image credits: LIMC.

Figure 13:
Amymone, Poseidon, Hermes, and Satyrs. Red-figure bell krater, Vatican
City, Museo Gregoriano Etrusco: 9096. Image credits: LIMC.
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Figure 14:
Judgment of Paris. Red-figure kalyx-krater, Saint Petersburg, State
Hermitage Museum: ЮО.-28. Image credits: LIMC.
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Figure 15:
Judgment of Paris. Red-figure hydria, Karlsruhe, Badisches
Landesmuseum: B 36. Image credits: LIMC.

Figure 16:
Judgment of Paris. Red-figure lekythos, Paris, Louvre: N 3148. Image
credits: LIMC.
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